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Abstract

Wireless communication links with multiple antennas at both the
transmitter and the receiver sides, so-called multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) systems, are attracting much interest since they can significantly
increase the capacity of band-limited wireless channels to meet the require-
ments of the future high data rate wireless communications. The treatment
of channel state information (CSI) is critical in the design of MIMO systems.
Accurate CSI at the transmitter is often not possible or may require high feed-
back rates, especially in multi-user scenarios. Herein, we consider the robust
design of linear transceivers with imperfect CSI either at the transmitter or
at both sides of the link. The framework considers the design problem where
the imperfect CSI consists of a channel mean and an channel covariance ma-
trix or, equivalently, a channel estimate and an estimation error covariance
matrix.

For single-user systems, the proposed robust transceiver designs are based
on a general cost function of the average mean square errors. Under dif-
ferent CSI conditions, our robust designs exhibit a similar structure to the
transceiver designs for perfect CSI, but with a different equivalent channel
and/or noise covariance matrix. Utilizing majorization theory, the robust lin-
ear transceiver design can be readily solved by convex optimization approaches
in practice.

For multi-user systems, we consider both the communication link from
the users to the access point (up-link) as well as the reverse link from the
access point to the users (down-link). For the up-link channel, it is possible
to optimally design robust linear transceivers minimizing the average sum
mean square errors of all the data streams for the users. Our robust linear
transceivers are designed either by reformulating the optimization problem
as a semidefinite program or by extending the design of a single-user system
in an iterative manner. Under certain channel conditions, we show that the
up-link design problem can even be solved partly in a distributed fashion.

For the down-link channel, a system with one receive antenna per user
is considered. A robust system design is obtained by reducing the feedback
load from all users to allow only a few selected users to feed back accurate
CSI to the access point. We study the properties of four typical user selection
algorithms in conjunction with beamforming that guarantee certain signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) requirements under transmit power
minimization. Specifically, we show that norm-based user selection is asymp-
totically optimal in the number of transmitter antennas and close-to-optimal
in the number of users. Rooted in the practical significance of this result, a
simpler down-link system design with reduced feedback requirements is pro-
posed.
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Notation

The following notations are used throughout the thesis. Scalars are denoted by plain
letters. Column vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters, and matrices are
denoted by boldface uppercase letters. Calligraphic upper case letters are used to
denote sets. Further notational conventions includes:

C The complex number set
R The real number set
H The Hermitian matrix set
∅ The empty set
{ai} The set consists of a1, a2, · · · , an, where n is implied
|A| The Cardinality of set A
A ∪ B The union of the sets A and B
A \ B The relative complement of set B in set A
xT , XT The transpose of a vector x, or a matrix X
x∗, X∗ The Hermitian transpose of a vector x, or a matrix X
X−1 The inverse of X
X1/2 The Cholesky factorization of a Hermitian matrix X [HJ91]
tr [X] The trace of X
vec(X) The vector obtained by stacking the columns of X
d [X] The vector consists of the diagonal elements of X
λ [X] The vector consists of the eigenvalues of X
diag [x] The diagonal matrix with x as diagonal elements
E {X} The expected value of a random variate X
E {X|ϑ} The conditional expected value of a random variate X given ϑ
CN (m,C) Complex circularly symmetric Gaussian vector distribution with

mean m and covariance matrix C [NM93]
‖x‖ The ℓ2 norm of a vector x
|a| The absolute value of a scalar a
X⊗Y The Kronecker product [HJ91]
x ≻ y Vector x majorizes y [MO79]
x ≥ y Vector x is greater than or equal to y, defined element-wise
X � Y Matrix (X − Y) is positive semidefinite, a.k.a. Loewner order-

ing [Loe50]. Defined when both X and Y are Hermitian.
θ(x,y) The angle between vector x and y, defined in Appendix 6.A

ix



x NOTATION

[X]ij The (i, j) element of matrix X
[x]i The ith element of vector x
X(i,:) The ith row of X, similar to MATLAB notation
X(:,j) The jth column of X, similar to MATLAB notation
Im The m×m identity matrix. The subscript is dropped when the

size is clearly implied
x(N) ∼ y(N) The scaling notation, limN→∞ x(N)/y(N) is a finite constant.

Throughout this monograph, increasing means nondecreasing and decreasing
means nonincreasing.



Acronyms

The abbreviations and acronyms used throughout the thesis are summarized as
follows:

AP Access Point
AUS Angle-based User Selection
BC Broadcasting Channel
BER Bit Error Rate
BF Beamforming
BMI Bilinear Matrix Inequality
cdf cumulative distribution function
CSI Channel State Information
CSIR Channel State Information at the Receiver side
CSIT Channel State Information at the Transmitter side
DPC Dirty-Paper Precoding
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
EV-DO Evolution-Data Optimized
FDD Frequency Division Duplex
GSM Global System for Mobile communications
HSPA High-Speed Packet Access
i.i.d. independent and identically distributed
ISI Inter-Symbol Interference
LAN Local Area Network
LHS Left-Hand Side
LMI Linear Matrix Inequality
LTE Long Term Evolution
MAC Multiple Access Channel
MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme
MIMO Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output
MISO Multiple-Input-Single-Output
ML Maximum Likelihood
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error
MSE Mean Square Error
NLOS Non-Line-of-Sight
NUS Norm-based User Selection
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xii ACRONYMS

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
pdf probability density function
PEP Pairwise Error Probability
QoS Quality of Service
RHS Right-Hand Side
RUS Random User Selection
SDMA Spatial Division Multiple Access
SDP Semidefinite Programming
SIC Successive Interference Cancellation
SINR Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
STC Space-Time Coding
STBC Space-Time Block Code
STTC Space-Time Trellis Code
SUS Semiorthogonal User Selection
TDD Time Division Duplex
ULA Uniform Linear Array
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
WINNER Wireless World Initiative New Radio
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access



Chapter 1

Introduction

The wireless communication era dates all the way back to the 19th century when
Michael Faraday and James Maxwell predicted the existence of electromagnetic
waves [Max65]. Their theory was later demonstrated by Heinrich Hertz in 1888
[Sto04]. Very quickly, practical wireless communication emerged in the 1890s when
Nikola Tesla, Guglielmo Marconi et al. developed various kinds of apparatus and
started telegraph. Pioneered by Claude Shannon [Sha37, Sha48], extensive advances
in the information theory and communication theory have taken place since the
1930s. These advances have contributed greatly to the profound development of
wireless communications during the same period. With its unique advantage that no
physical wires are required in order to be connected, wireless communication devices
find their ways into almost all aspects of human activities. Today, digital wireless
communications are enabling people to reach tremendous amounts of information
anywhere, anytime, with any mobile user terminals. The vision of current research
is to move one step further to provide high data rate, affordable and reliable wireless
access.

The challenges of designing wireless systems come exactly from the promised
coverage and data rate. Higher data rate traditionally requires higher bandwidth.
To utilize the expensive bandwidth as efficiently as possible, cellular systems are
widely adapted. Multiple users can share a set of frequencies within a cell and
the same frequency set can be reused in other cells within the same network, e.g.,
the GSM system [RWO95] and Wireless LAN. Good coverage also means reliable
communications across the whole cell, especially at the cell edge. To further improve
the reliability and data rate of the communication link, more and more advanced
coding and transmission strategies are adapted, such as CDMA-based EV-DO or
HSPA system and OFDM-based LTE in UMTS [DPSB07].

Currently new wireless data services are becoming more popular than ever be-
fore, and the demand to have low-cost reliable data links also urges new dimensions
in wireless communications to be exploited [OSA+99]. Communication links with
multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver sides, so-called multiple-
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Up-Link Down-Link

Figure 1.1: Wireless communication system

input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems have appeared recently. The MIMO sys-
tem can employ the degrees of freedom in the spatial dimension and is a promising
technology to meet the needs of the current and future high data rate wireless com-
munications, e.g., in the European Union WINNER project and the IEEE 802.16
(WiMAX) standard. Such systems can significantly increase the capacity of band-
limited wireless channels [FG98, Tel99].

In this chapter, basic concepts in wireless communication systems, as well as an
overview of the research topic are outlined. The design of multiple antenna systems
depends on how accurate the wireless channel is known. Different design strategies
are introduced in Section 1.1. Descriptions of inaccurate channel knowledge are
categorized in Section 1.2. Our main goal is to develop system designs that are
robust to inaccurate channel knowledge. To start with, we consider a wireless
system with only a single user in Section 1.3. Our designs are then extended
to a system with multiple users in Sections 1.4 and 1.5. The system models and
problem formulations are given more rigorously in Sections 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. Finally
the outline and contributions of the thesis are given in Section 1.9.

1.1 System Design and CSI

Time variation is the nature of wireless channels. However, a reliable high data
rate link has to achieve a certain Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR)
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consistently. Therefore transmission designs have to adapt to the channel conditions
to some extent. The design of a MIMO communication system indeed depends
heavily on the degree of knowledge of the Channel State Information (CSI), if simple
transmitter or receiver diversity schemes are not considered [LPN06]. Figure 1.2
shows approximately the large categories of transmission strategies for different
CSI.

For a given communication channel, the best spectral efficiency and performance
are obviously achieved when perfect CSI is available at both sides of the link. In
this case, transceivers can be jointly optimized to support multiple data streams
and/or multiple users at the same time, which is known as Spatial Division Multiple
Access (SDMA)[SSP01]. This is easily implementable by precoding and decoding
the signals with proper vectors known as linear transceivers [SSB+02]. A special
case of SDMA is so called Beamforming (BF) [KV96], where only one data stream
per user is transmitted jointly from multiple antennas. There are different variations
of linear transceiver designs in this class, and most of them have been extensively
studied (e.g.,[PCL03] and reference therein).

When the CSI at the receiver side (CSIR) is not available at all, channel induced
distortions and phase shifts cannot be removed directly from the received signal,
so the information bearing symbols are forced to be encoded differentially, such
as designs described in [JT01]. These differential modulation and coding scheme
(MCS) are the least efficient transmission technique, so they are often used as a
last resort.
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When only CSIR is available perfectly but no CSI at the transmitter (CSIT) can
be assumed, space time coding (STC) techniques are well suited to the problem.
The signals are encoded in both the spatial and the temporal dimensions, and
decoding may require advanced receivers to achieve high data rates [TSC98, FG98,
TJC99]. Two major types of STC are Space-Time Trellis Code (STTC) [TSC98]
and Space-Time Block Code (STBC) [Ala98, TJC99].

Besides these situations are the cases when partial CSI is available. At-
tempts have been made to modify either the STC or the SDMA/BF schemes
to constructively utilize the available CSI and combat imperfection in the chan-
nel estimates. Both approaches are still highly active research topics today, see
[JSO02, PIPNL04, KBLS06, LH06] and etc. In Figure 1.2, the rectangle highlights
the main focus of this thesis, which includes only the linear transceiver design
approaches.

1.2 Imperfect CSI

Although perfect CSI is desirable, in practical communication systems, imperfect
CSI may arise from a variety of sources such as channel estimation errors, quanti-
zation of the channel estimate in the feedback channel, outdated channel estimates
with respect to the current channel (for time-varying channels), etc., [BO01]. This
effect is of paramount importance in practical implementations [LH06]. By mod-
eling such imperfections and taking them into account in the transceiver design, a
robust high performance link can be achieved.

CSIR is traditionally acquired via a training sequence that allows the estimation
of the channel, or via blind methods that exploit the structure of the transmitted
signal or of the channel. CSIT can be obtained either by means of feedback from the
receiver, or from previous receive measurements if the channel has some reciprocity
[BO01]. Whereas sufficiently accurate CSIR can be assumed in certain cases, CSIT
will be far from perfect in most realistic situations. In other cases, neither CSIT
or CSIR can be modeled as perfect, especially when the error is dominated by
channel estimation error at the receiver side. Hence, it is reasonable to assume
three different CSI assumptions for design purposes:

• Perfect CSI at both sides

• Imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT

• Perfect CSIR but imperfect CSIT

There are different ways to design a system that is robust to imperfect CSI.
In [BO01, VGL03, PIPPNL06], worst-case designs are considered. This guaran-
tees a certain system performance for any possible channel sufficiently close to the
estimated one. This design philosophy leads to conservative designs, which may
translate into a significant increase of the required transmit power. Alternatively,
the CSI uncertainty can be modeled statistically. This guarantees a certain system
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performance averaged over the channel realizations [PIPNL03, RLV05]. The latter
statistical modeling approach is used in the thesis.

When discrete base-band signals are considered, the MIMO system can be con-
veniently regarded as a linear system and the MIMO channel is naturally handled
with matrix notations, with each matrix element represents the point-to-point chan-
nel between each transmit and receive antenna. The statistical modeling of such
a MIMO channel usually relies a certain matrix variate distribution, such as the
Rayleigh fading model [Skl97], Rician fading [Rap01], or Nakagami fading [Nak60].
Due to the overwhelming convenience for the analysis purposes, a simple matrix
variate Gaussian distribution [GN00] is widely used to design, optimize, and evalu-
ate MIMO systems. The Gaussian distribution can be fully described by its mean
and covariance matrix. Different assumptions of these two parameters lead to four
categories of statistical CSI descriptions:

• Zero mean and scaled identity covariance matrix

• Zero mean and arbitrary covariance matrix

• Non-zero mean and scaled identity covariance matrix

• Non-zero mean and arbitrary covariance matrix

The first category is the most common one and is used extensively. The second
category is sometimes referred to as channel covariance information, and is used
in [SP02, SM03, JG04] and etc. The third category is also known as channel
mean information, and is widely used in [JSBC04, VM01, MS03] and etc. The last
category is the most general setup and therefore is the most complicated one to deal
with, but is also considered in several works including [PIPNL03, RLV05, VP06,
PVT07] and etc. We will work with this more general description in the following
chapters.

1.3 Single-User Design

Not only are there rich variations of the CSI assumption, there are also several
figure-of-merits of MIMO systems which makes the system design more interesting.
Similar to traditional scalar channels, many objective functions have attracted re-
cent research attention, including Mean Square Error (MSE) as in [YR94], mutual
information as in [Kie05], Pairwise Error Probability (PEP) as in [SP02], Bit Error
Rate (BER) as in [OSVV03], Symbol Error Rate (SER) as in [PVT07], Signal-
to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) as in [SGB99]. Interestingly, as shown in
[PCL03], functions of BER or SINR can all be re-mapped to functions of MSE.
Therefore, it is convenient to start with functions of the MSEs of the established
data streams as a performance measure in a MIMO system. In the latter part of
the thesis, SINR and total transmit power will also be considered as the objective
function.
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When both the CSIR and the CSIT are perfect, the design problem has
been solved for several specific cost functions in many previous studies, such as
[SSB+02, PLC04] and references therein. [PCL03] generalizes the existing results
by developing a unified framework based on considering two families of objective
functions that embrace most reasonable criteria to design a communication sys-
tem: Schur-concave and Schur-convex functions. Once the optimal structure of the
transmit-receive processing is known, the design problem is simplified and can be
formulated within the powerful framework of the convex optimization theory. Many
related design criteria can be easily accommodated and efficiently solved within this
framework.

When the CSIR is perfect whilst the CSIT is imperfect, different types of CSI
description have been considered separately for different transceiver structures. The
case of non-zero mean and scaled identity covariance CSIT is addressed in [JSBC04]
for minimizing MSE, and in [VM01] and [JG04] for maximizing the mutual infor-
mation by beamforming with a Maximum Likelihood (ML) receivers. The case
zero-mean and arbitrary covariance CSIT is addressed in [SP02] for minimizing an
upper bound of the average PEP by eigenbeamforming, and in [VM01] and [JG04]
for maximizing the mutual information by beamforming, all with an ML receiver.
The case of non-zero mean and arbitrary covariance matrix CSIT is addressed in
[PIPNL03] for minimizing the average MSE and maximizing the average SNR, and
in [RLV05] for minimizing the sum MSE with an equivalent channel based on con-
ditional channel mean and linear transceivers. In [VP06], the Chernoff bound of
the PEP is minimized for a linear transmitter and an ML receiver with space-time
block codes.

In this thesis, all three different CSI assumptions are considered with imperfect
CSI taking the form of non-zero mean and arbitrary covariance matrix. Linear
transceiver designs are optimized based on a general cost function of the average
MSEs. When both CSIR and CSIT are imperfect, the resulting design is shown
to share similar structure as the perfect CSI designs in [PCL03]. When only the
CSIT is imperfect, a tight lower bound of the average MSE matrix is explored for
the design purpose. The resulting designs also exhibit a similar structure as in the
case of perfect CSI, which can be readily solved by convex optimization approaches
in practice.

Therefore, linear MIMO transceiver designs with general cost functions of the
MSEs or average MSEs can be solved within a unified framework, even for different
CSI conditions. We will also summarize this framework in detail in the latter
chapters.

1.4 Up-link Design

Obtaining good performance with a single-user in a MIMO wireless system does
not necessarily mean that a good network performance is achieved. When multiple
users are sharing the same resource pool in a wireless systems, transceivers specially
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optimized for one particular user may create huge interference to other users. To
avoid this potential problem, mutual interference has to be considered during the
transceiver design. We first consider the wireless link from users to the access
point. This link is often referred to as the up-link channel, or multiple access
channel (MAC).

In the recent literature, it is often assumed that the access point and all the
users have perfect CSI. Such an assumption is made for the up-link channel in
the analysis in [RC03, YRBC04, Ben04]. With perfect CSI, the optimal transmit
strategy that achieves the instantaneous minimum sum MSE is characterized in
[JB03] for different power constraints, and [LDGW04, SSJB05] investigates the
linear transceiver design by formulating it as a semidefinite programming (SDP)
problem or utilizing the MSE duality. However, accommodating more users in the
system also makes it more difficult to obtain accurate CSI for every user. It is more
important to design a system that is robust to such imperfection. For the imperfect
CSI case, several information theoretical results are reported recently for up-link
designs, such as the capacity results in [JVG01, SU05, JSBC06]. Unfortunately,
to achieve the capacity in multi-user MIMO system, it requires very sophisticated
resource allocation and computationally challenging receiver structures, such as
joint or successive detection [CV93, TH98].

Again, this thesis approaches the problem from a more signal processing per-
spective. The transceiver is imposed to be linear because of it is simple and easy
to implement in practice. The up-link design problem is to devise optimal linear
transceivers for each user such that the average sum MSE for all the users is opti-
mized simultaneously under different CSI assumptions. The solutions of the robust
design problem for up-link MIMO systems may come from two different directions:
revising the up-link designs for perfect CSI to cope with the imperfect CSI condi-
tion or revising single-user robust designs to cope with the coupled interference. It
turns out that both approaches are feasible, but only for certain CSI assumptions.

The designs under the perfect CSI assumption are solved in [SGB99, LDGW04].
The direct formulation of the perfect CSI design problem is unfortunately non-
convex. The method used in [LDGW04] is to develop an alternative convex formu-
lation of the linear transceiver design problem using the Linear Matrix Inequality
(LMI) [BGFB94]. The resulting optimization is solved efficiently by an SDP.

For the imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT case, the average sum MSE of
all users has similar structure as the perfect CSI case. It is a natural choice to
extend the perfect CSI designs. However, the imperfection of the CSI complicates
the individual transmit power constraints. Therefore, our robust design first solves
the optimal transmit power by a grid search and then resolves the transceiver
optimization problem by a similar SDP formulation.

For the perfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT case, the average sum MSE does
not share similar structure as the perfect CSI case. Instead, it turns out that
one can approximate the average sum MSE matrix and impose similar transceiver
structure as the single-user robust design framework. The coupling between the
different users’ transceivers is solved by iterative optimization.
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1.5 Down-link Design

The up-link design only deals the transmission from the users to the access point.
The wireless link from the access point to the users is often referred to as the down-
link channel. The synchronous MIMO down-link is also a similar inter-symbol
interference (ISI) channel [TH98] as the up-link, but not exactly the same.

From a information theoretic perspective, the capacity region under sum power
constraints with perfect CSI is studied in [VT03, VJG03]. The sum capacity with
perfect CSI is achieved by nonlinear dirty-paper precoding (DPC) [WSS04]. DPC
presubstracts multi-user interference to precode multiple users simultaneously, so
its complexity is prohibitively high. Even its suboptimal greedy variant [TB03] is
difficult to implement in practice, especially when the number of user terminals is
large.

Another much simpler approach to serve multiple users simultaneously in the
down-link is the so called random unitary beamforming [SH05], which is based
upon the widely used principal of opportunistic beamforming [VTL02]. A set of
randomly generated but mutually orthogonal beamformers serve several users in
an opportunistic fashion, i.e., always serving the users with high SNR. As long
as the sum capacity of the MIMO down-link is concerned, random unitary beam-
forming achieves the same scaling with the number of users as DPC, with even
one-bit feedback [DSBN06, SN05]. Unfortunately, the performance of random uni-
tary beamforming degrades quickly with decreasing number of users or increas-
ing number of transmit antennas. The improved robust multi-user opportunistic
beamforming [KG05] selects first a subset of the users opportunistically and then
optimizes Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) beamformers according to ad-
ditional CSI feedback from those selected users. Recently, other user selections
combined with different linear precoding strategies have been proposed that also
achieve the same scaling as the sum capacity of the MIMO down-link channel, such
as [YG06, DS05]. In [HBO08], an MMSE estimate of the SINR is proposed for user
selection and beamforming.

All these practical while efficient capacity achieving approaches have a cross-
layer design, which includes both user selection at the medium access control layer
and precoding at the physical layer [AHL02, VJG03]. For the precoding, the goal
is to enable the transmitter to form signals with high signal strength at the desired
users while maintaining low multi-user interference. For the user selection, the goal
is to choose users such that efficient signal design is achievable and a fair system
performance metric is optimized. To achieve high performance and maintain low
complexity in multi-user multi-antenna communication systems, user selection and
precoding need to be co-designed and CSI feedback should be moderate.

Both the designs in [YG06, DS05] require full CSIT from all the users at the
medium access control layer to optimally select a subset of users to communicate
with. They achieve a significant fraction of the sum capacity, especially for large
number of users. However, CSIT feedback from every user will be overwhelming and
accurate CSIT from all users is both difficult and expensive to acquire, especially in
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Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) systems. Even in Time Division Duplex (TDD)
systems, channel reciprocity is required and all users scheduled should have been
active in the up-link transmission, which places restrictions on the protocol. The
designs based on random unitary beamforming, such as [KG05, GA03, ZPNL06],
do not need full CSIT at the medium access control layer, but each user has to feed-
back SNR values corresponding to all or several concurrent beamformers. User se-
lections based on greedy algorithms, such as [DS05, FDH07], come with challenging
computation complexity, especially in Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) systems employing MIMO in each subcarrier.

In this thesis, a similar cross-layer design is considered. For the down-link, CSIT
is usually obtained through the feedback channel from the users, especially in FDD
systems. These feedback channels are often limited to very narrow bandwidth to
save costs, so the CSIT is significantly worse than the CSIR. Robust system designs
are therefore mainly for the case of imperfect CSIT and perfect CSIR. However, the
capacity gain of having multiple transmit antennas quickly diminishes if CSIT is
imperfect [LSW05]. Therefore, instead of trying to design robust linear transceivers
to support all the users with imperfect CSIT at the same time, it is more effective to
support only a portion of the users. With less user occupying the feedback channel,
more bandwidth per user can be allocated to feed back CSI from the selected users.
Thus better CSIT for those users can be obtained for precoder design. However,
channel-aware user selection requires at least some sort of channel information
from all users to be available. The system design goal is therefore to require as less
channel feedback from all users as possible for user selection and at the same time
support as many users as possible.

For precoder design, the system employs beamforming that guarantees certain
averaging SINR targets under transmit power minimization. This transmission
strategy is of practical interest to wireless network operators. Many operators are
obliged to fulfill the promised data rate for each user but also strive to eliminate
unnecessary interference caused by excessive transmit power. Four heuristic user
selection algorithms are compared: semiorthogonal user selection (SUS) [YG06],
norm-based user selection (NUS), angle-based user selection (AUS), and random
user selection (RUS). We develop a tool to characterize the channel angle and
channel norm distributions for different selection methods. Based on this, the
minimum required beamforming transmit powers are then compared.

The results show that both SUS and NUS are asymptotically optimal in the
number of transmit antenna at the access point side. NUS is also asymptotically
close-to-optimal in the number of users. Only an insignificant performance loss is
observed when a limited number of transmit antennas and/or a limited number
of users are in the system. These results are confirmed by simulations using both
simple channel model as well as on experimental measurement data.

NUS requires only the channel norm information (a positive number) to be fed
back from each user, which is far less feedback load than SUS where full CSI of
each user is required. The performance differences between NUS, SUS and even
the optimal exhaustive search approach are insignificant. Without doubt, NUS is
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Figure 1.3: Scheme of MIMO system model.

a reasonable trade-off between the required feedback load and the performance.
The proposed NUS-based system design is a simple cross-layer design. Only the

channel norm information is fed back from each user. Base on the channel norms,
the access point selects the users to be active and additional CSIT is required
from only those selected users to optimize the beamformers. Thus overwhelming
feedback is avoided. This design requires even less feedback than [KG05, GA03]
and still has close-to-optimal performance.

1.6 Modeling of MIMO System and CSI

OFDM is being adapted in up-coming wireless systems together with MIMO, e.g.,
the LTE. Wide-band systems can be implemented by OFDM with a set of parallel
narrow-band channels. Without loss of generality, consider a narrow-band quasi-
static block fading MIMO channel, with n transmit and m receive antennas, as
shown in Figure 1.3. Omitting the time index for simplicity, the corresponding
discrete-time base-band symbol-sampled signal model can be written as

y = Hs + n,

where the transmitted signal vector is s ∈ Cn, the channel matrix is H ∈ Cm×n,
the received signal vector is y ∈ Cm, and the noise vector n ∈ Cm is assumed to
be zero-mean circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise with arbitrary covariance
matrix, i.e., n ∼ CN (0,Rn).

Because it is either too difficult or too expensive to have perfect CSI at both
the transmitter and the receiver side, CSI is usually not an accurate instantaneous
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channel information. In this work, the channel is described statistically by a matrix
variate Gaussian model, so we assume that the imperfect CSI consists of the first
and second order statistics of the actual channel, i.e., the channel is modeled in
the form of a non-zero channel mean H̄ ∈ Cm×n and a channel covariance matrix
RH ∈ Cmn×mn, or equivalently as a channel estimate and its estimation error
covariance matrix. The transceiver optimized for the available CSI will remain
constant for a period of time until the CSIR or CSIT is updated.

To model the MIMO channel matrix distribution, we consider the so-called
Kronecker model

H = H̄ + R
1/2
R GR

T/2
T , (1.1)

where G has i.i.d. elements distributed as CN (0, 1), and it is the unknown part in
the fading estimate. RR ∈ Cm×m and RT ∈ Cn×n denote the covariance matrices
seen from the receiver and transmitter, respectively [SFGK00]

RR = E

{

H(:,j)H
∗
(:,j)

}

RT = E

{

(

H∗(i,:)H(i,:)

)T
}

RH = E {vec(H)vec(H)∗} .

That implies the channel covariance matrix RH = RT ⊗RR. The resulting distri-
bution of H is

H ∼ CN
(

H̄,RT ⊗RR
)

. (1.2)

This Kronecker structure is an accurate model for the actual MIMO channel, espe-
cially for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) channels and small apertures [YBO+04].

1.7 Transceiver Design Problem

For all groups of the transmission strategies in Figure 1.2, different advanced re-
ceiver structures can be applied, such as the ML receiver [Tre68], the sphere decoder
[Mow94], and the successive interference cancellation [PH94]. Their complexity
in computation is still prohibitive in most applications [JO05]. However, linear
transceiver designs [PLC04] promise attractive simplicity, which makes them com-
parably easy to implement. As already mentioned before, the main focus of this
thesis is to design such linear transceivers to be robust to different imperfect CSI.

The diagram of a MIMO system with linear transceivers is shown in Figure 1.4.
We consider the simultaneous transmission of ℓ symbols over the MIMO channel.
The design quantities to be optimized are a linear transmitter P ∈ Cn×ℓ (ℓ ≤ n)
which encodes the data symbol x ∈ Cℓ, and a linear receiver W ∈ Cm×ℓ which
forms the decision variable x̂ ∈ Cℓ:

s = Px (1.3)

x̂ = W∗y. (1.4)
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of MIMO system model with linear transceiver.

The linear transceiver design problem for a single-user system is therefore to
optimize the transceiver pair (P,W) for a certain cost function, such as the BER,
SINR or MSE. The design should be based on different types of available CSI while
satisfying certain transmission constraints, e.g. the total transmit power. As
described previously, BER and SINR can be re-mapped to functions of MSE, so a
general function of the MSE will be considered in this thesis. If the CSI is imperfect,
P and W need to be designed for every update of the corresponding channel mean
and covariance matrix information, therefore the system performance averaged over
the channel distribution should be considered. One possible way to formulate such
problems is to employ an arbitrary function F0 of the average MSEs of the data
streams, leading to the problem formulation

minimize
W,P

F0 (E {MSE})
subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ pmax,

where pmax is a transmit power constraint. In later chapters, this problem formu-
lation will be stated more rigorously.

Such robust designs of linear MIMO transceivers, with imperfect CSI either at
the transmitter or at both sides of the link, will be addressed in a systematic matter
in Chapter 3. Under different CSI conditions, the proposed robust transceivers
exhibit a similar structure to the transceiver designs for perfect CSI, but with a
different equivalent channel and/or noise covariance matrix. The different designs
with different CSI assumptions can be summarized into a single framework.

For MIMO up-link systems, the linear transceiver problem is defined similarly
with the average MSE for all the users. The optimization problem under several
different CSI assumptions is solved with two quite different approaches in Chapter 5.
Unlike the single-user system, the resulting designs do not share the same structure.

1.8 User Selection Problem

In a wide-band system, the whole spectrum is usually divided into many narrow-
band subcarriers using OFDM system. User selection methods can assign subsets
of the total carriers to individual users. Users are separated in different carriers
to mitigate co-channel interference. This is called Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA). With multiple antennas, it is also possible to select
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multiple users to share the same subcarrier and their mutual intercurrence is sup-
pressed in the spatial and time dimensions. Herein, we consider the user selection
problem for only one subcarrier.

For the MIMO down-link system, our design in Chapter 6 is based on the
analysis of different user selection schemes in a system with non-elastic traffic and
strict Quality of Service(QoS) requirements. Instantaneous SINR is used as the QoS
indicator. The user selection optimization problem is to find the optimal subset of
the users, such that they can all fulfill the SINR target and at the same time the
total required transmit beamforming power is minimized. Such power minimization
is also relevant when total interference to other cells should be minimized. Because
beamforming is used and no antenna selection at the user receiver is considered,
it is assumed that every user has only one receive antenna. The access point is
assumed to have n transmit antennas, and the corresponding baseband received
signal for user i is

yi = h∗i
∑

j∈S

wjxj + ni, (1.5)

where hi ∈ Cn is the baseband equivalent channel from the access point; the trans-
mitted signal is a scalar xi with unit average power, and the beamformer at the
access point is wi ∈ Cn. The noise ni is modelled as additive white Gaussian noise
with variance σ2. Only Ks users are selected from all users to access the channel
at any transmission burst. S is the set of indices of those selected users. The user
selection problem therefore can be formulated as

minimize
S,{wi}

∑

i∈S ‖wi‖2

subject to |S| = Ks
SINRi ≥ ρ, ∀i ∈ S,

where ρ is the SINR target.
This is a very hard problem indeed and in general it requires combinatorial op-

timization over the whole potential user sets. The simple but non-efficient optimal
solution is exhaustive search, which tries all the possible combinatorial subsets of
users and chooses the optimal subset to minimize the total transmit power. Ob-
viously, its complexity is too high for any practical implementations even when
the number of users is moderate. Thus, many other heuristic approaches have been
proposed to solve the user selection problem sub-optimally but very efficiently, such
as SUS, NUS, RUS and etc. The performance of these suboptimal scheme will be
studied in Chapter 6.

1.9 Outline and Contributions

The main focus of this thesis is to design robust transmission strategies for MIMO
systems. The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part (Chapters 3 and
4) focuses on single-user systems. The second part (Chapters 5 and 6) studies
multi-user systems. The last part is the conclusion of this thesis.
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The robust transceiver design problem arises in the wireless communication sys-
tem with limited feedback capacity. Mainly because of such bandwidth restriction,
imperfect CSI is obtained by statistic modeling and only the moments are available
instead of all the instantaneous realizations. Chapters 3 and 5 try to utilize such
statistical CSI to improve the transceiver design. Chapter 6 focuses on the down-
link and the approach is to reduce the number of channels to be included in the feed
back channel by user selection, so that the limited feed back capacity can be shared
by fewer users and hopefully that bandwidth can obtain close to accurate CSI for
those selected users. The difference between our approach in down-link and up-link
is mainly because several user selection schemes combined with linear precoding
have been recently shown to be capacity optimal, in the sense that they achieve
the same scaling as the sum capacity of MIMO down-link [YG06, DS05]. As seen
in our simulations, both approaches can help improve the system performance.

Below we outline the detailed contributions of each chapter.

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 - Linear transceiver designs for
single-user MIMO

For the statistical robust design approach, different types and amount of CSIR
and CSIT determine different transceiver designs. Perfect CSI case are studied
thoroughly in many piloting works, such as [SSB+02, PCL03]. When CSI is imper-
fect and modelled statistically, transmission designs under channel mean CSIT or
channel covariance CSIT and perfect CSIR are considered in a number of previous
works, such as [JSBC04, VM01, JG04, SP02]. When the CSIT consists of both
a mean and a covariance matrix, a robust design is still not completely solved.
Several attempts are made by [PIPNL03, RLV05, VP06].

In these two chapters, our approach is different from the previous studies in the
following sense:

• Our design is based on a general function of the average MSEs, instead of
a very specific figure-of-merit. With this setup, we do not only solve the
problem related to average MSEs , but also solve other types of problems
which can be reformulated as functions of the MSEs, such as functions of the
BER or SINR.

• When the objective function falls into two general function classes: Schur-
concave or Schur-convex, our design can be greatly simplified to only the
scalar power allocation optimization.

• We only consider simple and realistic linear receivers, instead of ML or other
non-linear receiver.

• The CSI assumption is not limited to either the mean information or the
covariance information. The imperfect CSI considered consists of both an
arbitrary mean and an arbitrary covariance matrix.
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• Our design is not limited to only imperfect CSIT. In fact, the proposed frame-
work can handle all of the three imperfect CSI commonly seen: perfect CSIR
and perfect CSIT, imperfect CSIR with imperfect CSIT, and perfect CSIR
with imperfect CSIT.

• The different designs with different CSI assumptions is shown to follow a
single framework. With this unified design framework, more insights and
general properties of linear transceivers can be observed.

• The transceiver design considers not only the widely used average transmit
power constraints, but also individual MSE based constraints which indicate
individual QoS requirements.

The proposed framework unifies the optimal designs for perfect CSI in [PCL03]
with new designs for imperfect CSI. Our solutions show that the optimal transmitter
P has a very specific structure

P = UΨΣPV

where UΨ is a certain subset of the eigenvectors of a equivalent channel covariance
matrix Ψ. ΣP is a diagonal matrix with power allocation and V is a unitary matrix
determined by the specific objective function. In this way, the optimal transmitter
P always diagonalizes the equivalent channel covariance matrix Ψ. The optimal
receiver W is shown to always be a Wiener filter

W = (HPP∗H∗ + R)−1 HP

where H is the instantaneous perfect CSI or the mean of the imperfect CSI, and
R is a equivalent noise covariance which will be defined in Chapter 4 for different
CSI assumptions.

These two chapters are mainly based on the following papers:

[ZPO08] Xi Zhang, Daniel P. Palomar, and Björn Ottersten, Statistically Robust
Design of Linear MIMO Transceivers, IEEE Transaction on Signal Processing,
to appear August 2008.

[ZPO06] Xi Zhang, Daniel P. Palomar, and Björn Ottersten, Robust Design of
Linear MIMO Transceivers under Channel Uncertainty, in Proceedings IEEE
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, May
2006.

[ZPO05] Xi Zhang, Daniel P. Palomar, and Björn Ottersten, Robust Design of
Linear MIMO Transceiver for Low SNR, in Proceedings Asilomar Conference
on Signals, Systems & Computers, October 2005.
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Chapter 5 - Transceiver designs for MIMO up-link

If it is important to design robust transceivers for single-user MIMO systems, it
will be more important to design robust transceivers for multi-user systems, be-
cause the perfect CSI for every single user is almost impossible to achieve. The
communication link from the users to the access point is discussed in Chapter 5.
To simplify the derivation, only two users are considered, while the results can be
extended to more users easily. The average sum MSE for both users is minimized
with individual transmit power constraints.

The robust linear transceiver design for MIMO up-link is first approached by
extending the SDP design based on perfect CSI in [LDGW04], for imperfect CSIR
and imperfect CSIT case. The difference in the CSIR assumption makes it difficult
to reformulate the problem as an SDP, due to the fact that not all the power
constraints should necessarily hold with equality simultaneously. The workaround
is to consider a virtual sum power constraint, which effectively makes the design
problem an SDP. The original problem is then solved by searching for the optimal
virtual sum power, which requires only an efficient grid search.

When only CSIT is imperfect whilst CSIR is perfect, the design problem is
addressed with another approach by extending our single-user design framework
in Chapter 3. The exact solution is not likely to be obtained as a closed-form
solution, so the linear transceiver is optimized based on an approximation of the
average MSE matrix. The coupling in the mutual interference is easily solved by
iteratively designing the linear transceiver for one user at a time. The algorithm
converges very quickly.

Under a certain special zero-mean CSI condition, the imperfect CSIT design is
solved exactly for the transmit directions. The corresponding power allocation is
solved efficiently with a numerical procedure.

Our main contributions within this chapter are

• Prove that the individual power constraints for each user are not necessarily
satisfied with equality in the optimal solution, when the CSIR is imperfect.
It is further proved that at least one of the individual power constraints has
to be satisfied.

• The optimal individual power is shown to be affected by channel covariance
matrices and even the SNR, but the optimality condition remains for imper-
fect CSIR and CSIT.

• A virtual sum power is proposed to successfully reformulate the non-convex
problem with bilinear matrix inequality (BMI) constraint into an SDP with
linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraint. The imperfect CSIR and CSIT
design is then solved by a simple scalar optimization.

• A new approximation of the average MSE matrix is proposed based on a tight
lower bound for imperfect CSIT but perfect CSIR case.
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• The single-user imperfect CSIT designs are extended to up-link, by solving
the coupled interferences iteratively.

• When H̄ = 0 and RR = I, the imperfect CSIT design is solved exactly for its
transmit directions by a decentralized algorithm.

This chapter is mainly based on the following papers:

[ZJOP06] Xi Zhang, Eduard Jorswieck, Björn Ottersten, and Arogyaswami
Paulraj, MSE Based Optimization of Multiuser MIMO MAC with Partial
CSI, in Proceedings Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems & Computers,
October 2006.

[ZPO07] Xi Zhang, Daniel P. Palomar, and Björn Ottersten, Robust MAC MIMO
Transceiver Design with Partial CSIT and CSIR, in Proceedings Asilomar
Conference on Signals, Systems & Computers, November 2007.

[ZPBO08] Xi Zhang, Daniel P. Palomar, Mats Bengtsson, and Björn Ottersten,
Robust MAC MIMO Transceiver Design with Partial CSI, to be submitted.

Chapter 6 - User selection for MIMO down-link

The MIMO down-link design does not aim at designing the transceiver for the
limited CSI, but attempts to reduce the total amount of feedback needed for the
access point to schedule users, thus enough feedback bandwidth is left for more
accurate CSI for the selected users.

This user selection problem has several suboptimal solutions because the optimal
solution is not practically feasible. By characterizing the performance of several of
these suboptimal user selection schemes (SUS, NUS, AUS and RUS), NUS is chosen
to be a good balance between the performance and the feedback requirements. This
is of practical significance as the proposed new down-link design is exactly based
on the NUS.

Our main contributions within this chapter are

• A tool is developed to characterize the channel angle and channel norm dis-
tributions for different selection methods

• The average beamforming powers for the four user selection algorithms are
derived and compared.

• Asymptotic results show that, with many users or large number of transmit
antennas, the simple NUS scheme performs sufficiently close to the optimal
exhaustive search and the SUS method, in terms of average transmit power
needed to support certain SINR requirements.

• Based on the NUS, the new design is proposed to reduce the overall feed-
back and only requires additional CSI from the selected users to optimize
beamformers.
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• Numerical examples using indoor channel measurement data confirm the
close-to-optimal performance of our new design.

This chapter is mainly based on the following papers:

[ZJOP07] Xi Zhang, Eduard A. Jorswieck, Björn Ottersten, and Arogyaswami
Paulraj, User Selection Schemes in Multiple Antenna Broadcast Channels
with Guaranteed Performance, in Proceedings IEEE Workshop on Signal Pro-
cessing Advances in Wireless Communications, June 2007.

[ZO03a] Xi Zhang, and Björn Ottersten, Joint Space-Frequency Optimization in
Multi User MIMO System, in Proceedings IEEE International Symposium on
Signal Processing and Information Technology, invited paper, December 2003.

[ZJOP08] Xi Zhang, Eduard A. Jorswieck, Björn Ottersten, and Arogyaswami
Paulraj, User Selection Schemes in Multiple Antenna Broadcast Channels
with Guaranteed Performance, in preparation.

Other Contributions

Some other results have been obtained during my Ph.D. study but are outside the
scope of this thesis. They include:

[JSZ08] Eduard A. Jorswieck, Aydin Sezgin, and Xi Zhang, Framework for Anal-
ysis of Opportunistic Schedulers: Average Sum Rate vs. Average Fairness, in
The 4th workshop on Resource Allocation in Wireless Networks, March 2008.

[ZSLZ05] Xi Zhang, Patrick Svedman, Henrik Lundin, and Per Zetterberg, Imple-
mentation of a Smart Antenna Multiuser Algorithm on a DSP-Based Wireless
MIMO Test-Bed, in Proceedings IEEE International Symposium on Personal
Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications, September 2005.

[BSZZ05] Mats Bengtsson, Patrick Svedman, Xi Zhang, and Per Zetterberg, Sys-
tem Comparison of Smart and Dumb Antennas, in Proceedings IEEE Vehic-
ular Technology Conference, Spring, May 2005.

[ZJL+04] Zetterberg, Joakim Jaldén, Henrik Lundin, David Samuelsson, Patrick
Svedman, and Xi Zhang, Implementation of SM and RxTxIR on a DSP-Based
Wireless MIMO Test-Bed, in Proceedings The European DSP Education and
Research Symposium, November 2004.

[LSZ+04] Henrik Lundin, Patrick Svedman, Xi Zhang, Mikael Skoglund, Peter
Händel, and Per Zetterberg, ADC Imperfections in Multiple Antenna Wireless
Systems—An Experimental Study, in Proceedings 9th European Workshop on
ADC Modelling and Testing, September 2004.
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[ZO03b] Xi Zhang and Björn Ottersten, Performance Analysis of V-BLAST Struc-
ture with Channel Estimation Errors, in Proceedings IEEE Workshop on Sig-
nal Processing Advances in Wireless Communications, June 2003.

[ZO03c] Xi Zhang and Björn Ottersten, Power Allocation and Bit Loading for
Spatial Multiplexing in MIMO Systems, in Proceedings IEEE International
Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, April 2003.





Chapter 2

Mathematical Preliminaries

Many results in this thesis are based on several mathematical topics, including
majorization theory, matrix variate Gaussian distributions, and matrix convexity.
For this purpose, we first review some important definitions and properties here for
easy reference.

2.1 Majorization Theory

In this section, basic definitions and some related results in majorization theory are
introduced, which will be used in the sequel. A complete reference of the subject
can be found in [MO79].

Basic Definitions

Majorization relation defines precisely the vague notion that components of a vector
x are less spread out or more equal than the components of another vector y.

Definition 2.1. [MO79, Ch.1] For any x ∈ R
n, let

x[1] ≥ x[2] ≥ · · · ≥ x[n]

denote the components of x in decreasing order.

Definition 2.2. [MO79, Ch.1] Let x,y ∈ Rn, the vector x is majorized by the
vector y if

k
∑

i=1

x[i] ≤
k
∑

i=1

y[i], 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1

n
∑

i=1

x[i] =

n
∑

i=1

y[i],

and is denoted as x ≺ y.

21
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Definition 2.3. [MO79, Ch.3] A real-valued function g defined on a set A ⊆ Rn

is said to be Schur-convex on A if

x ≺ y on A ⇒ g(x) ≤ g(y).

Similarly, function g is said to be Schur-concave on A if

x ≺ y on A ⇒ g(x) ≥ g(y).

Related Results

Lemma 2.4. [MO79] For any x ∈ R
n, let 1 ∈ R

n denote the constant vector with
the ith element given by

∑n
i=1[x]i/n, then

1 ≺ x

Lemma 2.5. [MO79] For any X ∈ Hn×n, the following always holds

λ [X] ≻ d [X]

This is also known as the Schur’s extension of Hadamard’s determinant inequality.

Schur-convex or Schur-concave functions cover many interesting cost functions
that are important in wireless communication systems. In MIMO systems, it is
possible to transmit more than one data streams simultaneously, e.g., the linear
transceiver in (1.3). When there exist multiple data streams, a simple function is
usually used to map certain merit functions of these data streams to a single global
merit function, which can be easily analyzed and optimized. Here is a brief list of
some of these functions that fall into the class of Schur-convex or Schur-concave
functions. Their Schur-convexity is defined with regards to the MSEs (cf. [PCL03]
for the detailed proof of their Schur-convexity).

Corresponding to Schur-concave functions of the MSEs:

• Minimizing the (weighted) sum of the MSEs.

• Minimizing the product of the MSEs.

• Minimizing the determinant of the MSE matrix.

• Maximizing the (weighted) sum of the SNRs.

• Maximizing the product of the SNRs.

Corresponding to Schur-convex functions of the MSEs:

• Maximizing the harmonic mean of the SNRs.

• Minimizing the average BER with equal constellations.

• Minimizing the maximum of the MSEs.
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2.2 Matrix Variate Distributions

Definition 2.6. [GN00] A random matrix X ∈ Cm×n is said to have a matrix
variate complex Gaussian distribution with mean X̄ ∈ Cm×n and covariance matrix
Σ ⊗ Ψ (where Σ ∈ Cn×n and Ψ ∈ Cm×m are both positive definite), denoted as
X ∼ CN

(

X̄,Σ⊗Ψ
)

, if

vec(X) ∼ CN
(

vec(X̄),Σ⊗Ψ
)

.

Lemma 2.7. Let X ∼ CN
(

X̄,Σ⊗Ψ
)

, then

E {X∗MX} = X̄∗MX̄ + tr [ΨM] ΣT , (2.1)

E {XMX∗} = X̄MX̄∗ + tr
[

MΣT
]

Ψ. (2.2)

This is a generalization of the real case proved in [GN00].

2.3 Matrix-Convexity

Definition 2.8. [MO79, Ch.16] Let g be a function with a support of a convex set
A ⊆ Cm×k, taking values in Hn×n. For all random matrices X taking values in A
and having finite expectation E {X},

g is matrix-convex on A ⇔ E {g(X)} ≥ g(E {X}). (2.3)

This is also the Jensen’s inequality for matrix-valued functions.

Lemma 2.9. [OP58] On the set of n×n positive definite Hermitian matrices, the
matrix-valued function

g(X) = X−1

is strictly matrix-convex.
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Chapter 3

Linear Transceiver Designs

For the statistical or stochastic robust transceiver design approach, different types
and amount of CSIR and CSIT determine different transceivers. The perfect CSI
case is studied thoroughly in many piloting works, such as [SSB+02, PCL03]. When
the imperfect CSI is modeled statistically, transmission designs imperfect CSIT and
perfect CSIR are considered in a number of previous works. The case of channel
mean CSIT is discussed in [JSBC04, VM01, JG04], while assuming a scaled identity
channel covariance matrix. The case of channel covariance CSIT is addressed in
[SP02, VM01, JG04], while assuming zero channel mean. When the CSIT consists
of both an arbitrary mean and an arbitrary covariance matrix, a robust design
is more involved. The problem of minimizing the average MSE and maximizing
the average SNR in multiple-input-single-output (MISO) channels is considered
in [PIPNL03], and in [RLV05] for minimizing the sum MSE with an equivalent
channel based on the conditional channel mean and linear transceivers. In [VP06],
the Chernoff bound of the PEP is minimized for a linear transmitter and an ML
receiver with space-time block codes.

Herein, we reflect on the robust linear MIMO transceiver design for the cases of

• Imperfect CSIR with imperfect CSIT

• Perfect CSIR with imperfect CSIT

The framework considers the cases of mean and covariance feedback CSIT. The
design is based on a general cost function of the average MSEs as well as a design
with individual constraints based on the MSEs. Under different CSI conditions,
the proposed robust transceivers exhibit a very similar structure to the transceiver
designs for perfect CSI (with a different equivalent channel matrix and/or noise
covariance matrix) and can be unified into the same framework.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 describes the MIMO system
model. A short review of the transceiver design problem of perfect CSI is included
in Section 3.2. The formulation of the robust transceiver design problem is given in
Section 3.3. The robust design with imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT is treated

27
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of MIMO system model with linear transceiver.

in Section 3.4, whereas the robust design with perfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT is
considered in Section 3.5.

3.1 System Model

Consider a narrow-band quasi-static block fading MIMO channel with n transmit
and m receive antennas, as shown in Figure 3.1. Omitting the time index for
simplicity, the corresponding discrete-time signal model can be written as

y = Hs + n, (3.1)

where the transmitted signal vector is s ∈ Cn, the channel matrix is H ∈ Cm×n,
the received signal vector is y ∈ Cm, and the noise vector n ∈ Cm is assumed to
be zero-mean circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise with arbitrary covariance
matrix, i.e., n ∼ CN (0,Rn).

We consider the simultaneous transmission of ℓ symbols over the MIMO channel.
The design quantities to be optimized are a linear transmitter P ∈ Cn×ℓ (ℓ ≤ n)
and a linear receiver W ∈ C

m×ℓ, and the following relations hold:

s = Px (3.2)

x̂ = W∗y, (3.3)

where the data symbol vector, x ∈ C
ℓ, is assumed to be zero-mean with unit-energy

uncorrelated symbols, i.e., E {xx∗} = Iℓ. The total average transmitted power p is
defined as

p = E
{

‖s‖2
}

= tr [PP∗] . (3.4)

The SNR is defined as

γ =
E
{

‖s‖2
}

E {‖n‖2} =
p

tr [Rn]
. (3.5)

This definition is independent of channel norms to avoid complicated normaliza-
tion for different CSI assumptions. Although we consider arbitrary functions as a
measure of the system performance, it will be useful to define the following MSE
matrix as a convenient quantity:

E(W,P) , E {(x̂ − x)(x̂ − x)∗} = (W∗HP− I)(P∗H∗W− I) + W∗RnW. (3.6)

Observe that the vector of the diagonal elements of E, i.e., d [E], contain the MSEs
of the established data streams.
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3.2 Perfect CSI Design: A Review

In a scalar channel, the performance is typically measured in terms of SNR, BER
or MSE. Interestingly, as shown in [PCL03], functions of BER or SNR can all be
re-mapped to functions of MSE. Therefore, it suffices to consider functions of the
MSEs of the established data streams, i.e., d [E], as a performance measure in a
MIMO system. It would be meaningless to have a function not increasing in the
arguments as smaller MSEs are always preferred. Let F0 : Rℓ 7→ R be a cost
function increasing in each argument without loss of generality. With perfect CSI,
the system optimization problem can be formulated as

minimize
W,P

F0 (d [E])

subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ pmax,
(3.7)

where pmax denotes the maximum power budget at the transmitter. This prob-
lem is solved in [SSB+02, PCL03] (and references therein) for several specific cost
functions.

Receiver Design

Because the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel state, it can always
optimize W for each channel realization H. The linear receiver W that minimizes
the MSEs (d [E], with E given in (3.6)), and therefore the cost function F0 (as it
is increasing in each argument) is the well known Wiener filter

W = (HPP∗H∗ + Rn)
−1

HP, (3.8)

and the resulting MSE matrix is

E(P) = (I + P∗ΨHP)
−1
, (3.9)

where ΨH is the squared channel matrix defined as

ΨH = H∗R−1
n H. (3.10)

Transmitter Design

The transmitter design is studied in detail in [PCL03] for the case when both CSIR
and CSIT are perfect. In particular, the main results are summarized here for
better understanding of the proposed robust design in the following sections.

The non-convex constrained optimization problem (3.7), with the receiver W
given in (3.8), is solved when the transmitter P has the structure of

P = UΨ,ℓΣPV, (3.11)

where the matrix UΨ,ℓ consists of the ℓ eigenvectors of ΨH corresponding to the
ℓ largest eigenvalues in increasing order (λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λℓ), the diagonal matrix
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Table 3.1: Perfect CSI Transceiver Design.

CSIR H

CSIT H

ΨH H∗R−1
n H

Receiver W (HPP∗H∗ + Rn)
−1

HP

Transmitter P UΨ,ℓΣPV

ΣP = diag
[

{√pi}
]

contains the power allocation, {pi}, in the diagonal, and V ∈
Cℓ×ℓ is a unitary matrix. With the transmitter P given in (3.11), the MSE matrix
(3.9) becomes

E = V∗diag

[{

1

1 + piλi

}]

V. (3.12)

What remains is to choose a proper unitary matrix V and the power allocation
{pi}, both of which depend on the specific function F0.

The choice of V and {pi} can be further simplified in two special cases, when
F0 falls into the class of Schur-concave or Schur-convex functions on Rℓ: 1

• If F0 is Schur-concave, then V = Iℓ. The optimal transmitter P actually
diagonalizes the equivalent channel covariance matrix ΨH . The whole opti-
mization problem is reduced to a power allocation problem, which depends
on the specific cost function.

• If F0 is Schur-convex, then V is a unitary matrix such that E in (3.12)
has identical diagonal elements, e.g., the Hadamard matrix or the unitary
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix (cf. [PCL03]). Surprisingly the op-
timal transmitter, P, is independent of the choice of the function F0. The
optimal P does not fully diagonalize ΨH ; instead, it produces equal diagonal
elements of E. The optimization of the power allocation is equivalent to the
minimization of tr [E] and can be solved very efficiently.

Although the design of the receiver, W, depends on the transmitter, P, it is not
necessary for the transmitter to feed forward the P matrix to the receiver because
the receiver also has perfect CSI and can calculate P locally.

The design base on perfect CSI is summarized in Table 3.1.

1Furthermore, the results in the sequel follow verbatim for functions that may not be Schur-
concave/convex on R

ℓ but are minimized when the arguments are sorted in decreasing order (or
any fixed ordering) and then they become Schur-concave/convex on {x ∈ R

ℓ | x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xℓ}.
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3.3 Robust Design Problem Formulation

In reality, the CSIT and/or the CSIR are prone to perturbations due to practical
constraints in wireless systems, as described in Chapter 1. Our goal is to design
linear transceivers with robustness to such imperfect CSI conditions. The stochastic
robust design method will be used in the sequel, following a Bayesian philosophy
based on the knowledge of the channel mean and covariance matrix. In contrast
to the perfect CSI case (cf. Problem (3.7)) where an arbitrary increasing function
of the instantaneous MSEs is considered, the average system performance will be
considered. One possible way to formulate the problem is to consider an arbitrary
increasing function of the average MSEs of the data streams instead, leading to the
problem formulation:

minimize
W,P

F0 (d [E {E}])
subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ pmax.

(3.13)

In fact, (3.13) considers the so-called certainty-equivalent system [KB02], in which
the optimization is only based on the expected value of MSEs. Observe that a
statistical robust design does not guarantee any performance target for a particular
realization of the random channel, because the statistical variation of the MSEs
are ignored in a certainty-equivalent system. If one has to guarantee certain per-
formance or outage for all the channel realizations, worst case designs or certainty-
equivalent margins [KB02] should be used. However, the design towards an average
performance is in line with designing the link with a certain target outage proba-
bility. In wireless systems, the outage probability is a common design target and
subsequent coding and retransmission will ensure reliable data communication.

Another possible way to formulate the robust design problem is to consider the
average value of an increasing cost function of the instantaneous MSEs, leading to
a different problem formulation:

minimize
W,P

E {F0 (d [E])}
subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ pmax.

(3.14)

In this chapter, we will focus only on Problem (3.13). Problem (3.14) is more
difficult to deal with because it is generally impossible to find a closed-form expres-
sion of E {F0} for an arbitrary function. However, the two problems are equivalent
when the cost function is linear. When the cost function is nonlinear but differ-
entiable, the two problems can be related via a Taylor expansion, which will be
discussed in the next chapter.

Two different cases of the robust transceiver design for Problem (3.13) will be
addressed in the following sections:

• Section 3.4: design with both imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT

• Section 3.5: design with perfect CSIR but imperfect CSIT
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In both sections, Problem (3.13) is solved in two steps: first a receiver W is op-
timized according to different CSIR conditions; then the joint transceiver design
is reduced to the optimization of the transmitter P only. Due to the difference in
CSI, the resulting optimal transceivers are different in nature.

3.4 Imperfect CSIR and CSIT Design

In this section, the situation when perfect CSI is available neither at transmitter
nor at the receiver will be considered. The channel H is Gaussian distributed as in
(1.2) with CSIR and CSIT in the form of H̄ and RH = RT ⊗RR.

Since the CSIR is not perfect, it is not possible to optimize the linear transceiver
(W,P) for each instantaneous channel state H as in the perfect CSI case in Section
3.2. Consequently, a fixed transceiver (W,P) must be calculated for a specific set
of H̄ and RH .

To solve problem (3.13), we first give a closed-form expression for the aver-
age MSE matrix, E {E(W,P)}, by invoking Lemma 2.7. For a given transceiver
(W,P), the MSE matrix (3.6) averaged over x,n and H, is

E {E(W,P)} = E {(W∗HP− I)(P∗H∗W− I) + W∗RnW}
= (W∗H̄P− I)(P∗H̄∗W− I) + W∗R′nW, (3.15)

where the equivalent noise covariance matrix is

R′n = Rn + tr
[

PP∗RTT
]

RR. (3.16)

Receiver Design

The average MSE matrix given in (3.15) is exactly the same as (3.6), but with H̄
instead of H and R′n instead of Rn. It follows immediately that the optimal receiver
W, which minimizes the diagonal elements of the above average MSE matrix, is
still given by (3.8) but with H replaced by H̄ and Rn by R′n, i.e.

W =
(

H̄PP∗H̄∗ + R′n
)−1

H̄P. (3.17)

The resulting average MSE matrix becomes

E {E(P)} =
(

I + P∗H̄∗R′−1
n H̄P

)−1
. (3.18)

Transmitter Design

The optimal design of the transmitter P is more challenging since P also appears
in the equivalent noise covariance R′n. In order to be able to continue with the
analytical computation, we assume additionally that RT = In. This situation is
particularly true when the access point has rich scattering environment, such as
ceiling-mounted.
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It is easy to show that the optimal solution is always achieved with equality in
the power constraint. Simply rewrite the MSE matrix (3.18) as

E {E} =

(

I + P̃∗H̄∗
(

RR +
Rn

tr [PP∗]

)−1

H̄P̃

)−1

, (3.19)

where P̃ = P/
√

tr [PP∗], and note that for any given P̃, tr [E {E}] is decreasing in
tr [PP∗]. Therefore, the optimal solution has tr [PP∗] = pmax and R′n becomes

R′′n = Rn + pmaxRR. (3.20)

Now, P no longer appears in the equivalent noise covariance, and the resulting
averaged MSE matrix (3.18) becomes the same as (3.9), but with an equivalent
covariance matrix Ψ′′H instead of ΨH , which is defined as

Ψ′′H = H̄∗R′′−1
n H̄. (3.21)

So the optimal precoder, P, is also given by (3.11), but with Ψ′′H instead of ΨH :

P = UΨ′′,ℓΣPV. (3.22)

What remains is to choose a proper unitary matrix V and the power allocation
{pi}, which both depend on the specific function F0.

The robust design can be summarized in the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. When both the CSIR and the CSIT are imperfect and in the form
of a channel mean H̄ and a channel covariance RH = In⊗RR, the optimal solution
(W,P) to the robust design problem (3.13) has the same structure as the perfect CSI
one given in (3.8) and (3.11), except for replacing the perfect channel H with H̄,
the noise covariance matrix Rn with the equivalent noise covariance R′′n in (3.20),
and ΨH with the equivalent covariance matrix Ψ′′H in (3.21).

The robust design based on imperfect CSIR and CSIT is summarized in Table
3.2. Similar to the case with perfect CSI, the robust design of the receiver W
depends on the transmitter P. It is not necessary for the transmitter to feed
forward the P matrix to the receiver, since the receiver has the same CSI as the
transmitter, and can calculate P locally.

Remark 1: When both the CSIR and CSIT are imperfect, an MSE floor exists
for high SNR regions, i.e., lim

γ→∞
E {E} 6= 0. Such an MSE floor can be clearly

observed in the numerical examples later in Section 4.2.
The proof follows directly from (3.19). Note that

lim
γ→∞

E {E} = lim
γ→∞

(

I + P̃∗H̄∗
(

RR +
Rn

tr [Rn] γ

)−1

H̄P̃

)−1

=
(

I + P̃∗H̄∗R−1
R H̄P̃

)−1 6= 0.
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Table 3.2: Imperfect CSIR and CSIT Transceiver Design, RT = I.

CSIR H̄,RH

CSIT H̄,RH

RH In ⊗RR

ΨH H̄∗(Rn + pmaxRR)−1H̄

Receiver W
[

H̄PP∗H̄∗ + (Rn + pmaxRR)
]−1

H̄P

Transmitter P UΨ,ℓΣPV

Remark 2: We have discussed the problem where both the transmitter and the
receiver have the same imperfect CSI. When CSIR and CSIT are both imperfect
but with different imperfection, i.e., H̄ and/or RH are different at the transmitter
and receiver, the robust design problem is still an open problem.

3.5 Imperfect CSIT Design

It is quite often the case that the channel estimate at the receiver is accurate enough
to be modeled as perfect CSIR, but the CSIT is still modeled as imperfect due to
feedback-related issues (e.g., feedback errors, quantization, and delay). The robust
design problem (3.13) under such CSI assumptions will be considered here. The
channel, H, is assumed to be Gaussian distributed as in (1.2). The CSIR is perfect
in the form of H, while the CSIT is imperfect in the form of H̄ and RH = RT⊗RR.

Receiver Design

Exactly as in the perfect CSI case, the linear receiver, W, can be designed based on
any instantaneous H, which means that the optimal linear receiver, W, is identical
to (3.8). The joint transceiver design problem is therefore reduced to the opti-
mization of the linear transmitter, P, allowing robust performance with respect to
channel imperfection in the CSIT.

Transmitter Design

When W is given by (3.8), the instantaneous MSE is given by (3.9). To simplify
the optimization problem (3.13), a closed-form expression for the averaged MSE
matrix E {E} would be useful just as in Section 3.4; however, there is an essential
difference compared to Section 3.4. In the imperfect CSIR and CSIT design, a fixed
receiver, W, is used for all the channel realizations, so the average MSE is computed
by averaging the instantaneous MSE matrix (3.6) while treating W as a constant.
Therefore, the average MSE matrix is given as in (3.15). In the perfect CSIR but
imperfect CSIT case, the receiver, W, is adapted to each channel realization, so
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the average MSE matrix should be computed from the resulting MSE matrix (3.9)
instead. However, this turns out to be very difficult in general.

In the following, to work around the difficulties in calculating a closed-form
average MSE matrix E {E}, a robust transmitter design will be proposed based on
a tight lower bound of E {E}.

Lemma 3.2. Given the optimal W in (3.8) and instantaneous MSE matrix E
defined in (3.9), the average MSE matrix is lower bounded by E′ as

E {E} ≥ E′ = (I + P∗Ψ′HP)
−1
, (3.23)

where the equivalent channel covariance matrix is

Ψ′H = H̄∗R−1
n H̄ + tr

[

RRR−1
n

]

RTT . (3.24)

Proof. See Appendix 3.A.

Lemma 3.3. Let P∗Ψ′HP be full rank. The lower bound E′ as in (3.23) is asymp-
totically tight with SNR γ. More exactly:

lim
γ→∞

tr [E {E}] = lim
γ→∞

tr [E′] = 0, (3.25)

and

1 ≤ lim
γ→∞

tr [E {E}]
tr [E′]

≤ c1 for ℓ < m (3.26)

lim
γ→∞

1

ln γ

tr [E {E}]
tr [E′]

≤ c2 for ℓ = m, (3.27)

where c1 ≥ 1 and c2 > 0.

Proof. See Appendix 3.A.

Observe that because of (3.25), there is no MSE floor, as later will be seen in
the numerical results in Section 4.2. This differs from the case when both the CSIT
and the CSIR are imperfect, where an MSE floor is always present. The reason is
that, even though the transmitter is not well designed for a given realization of the
channel, the receiver can be adapted to each realization which can compensate for
the mismatch of the transmitter.

The accuracy of the lower bound is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this toy example,
the true E {E} is compared with its lower bound E′ by displaying their trace for
different SNRs. All the parameters are set to very simple values ([P]ij = δ(i− j),
Rn is a scaled identity matrix, H ∼ CN

(

H̄, In ⊗ Im
)

with H̄ given in Appendix
4.A, and pmax = 1). As shown in Figure 3.2, this lower bound is sufficiently close
in this example as indicated by (3.26). If another P is used, similar results are
obtained. Due to the tightness, our robust design in the sequel will be based on
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Figure 3.2: Trace of average MSE and its lower bound vs SNR (m = 4, n = 4, ℓ = 2).

this lower bound. Another possibility would be to base the design on some tight
upper bound of E {E}, which is not undertaken in this thesis because a reasonably
tight upper bound remains open.

To formulate the optimal transmitter P, first observe that the inequality of
Lemma 3.2 also holds for the diagonal entries element-wise:

d [E {E}] ≥ d [E′] , (3.28)

so the increasing cost function of the design problem (3.13) is also lower-bounded
as

F0 (d [E {E}]) ≥ F0 (d [E′]) . (3.29)

Replacing the cost function in (3.13) with the above lower bound, as the expression
of E′ has the same format as (3.9) but with Ψ′H instead of ΨH , the optimal trans-
mitter P based on the tight lower bound (3.29) is also given by (3.11) but with
Ψ′H instead of ΨH . What remains is to choose a proper unitary matrix V and the
power allocation {pi}, which depend on the specific function F0.

The robust design can be summarized in the theorem below:

Theorem 3.4. When the CSIR is perfect but the CSIT is imperfect in the form of
a channel mean H̄ and a channel covariance RH = RT ⊗RR, the optimal solution
(W,P) to the robust design problem (3.13), with the objective function replaced by
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the lower bound in (3.29), has the same structure as the perfect CSI case in (3.8)
and (3.11), but using the equivalent covariance matrix Ψ′H in (3.24) instead of ΨH .

Notice that even though the receiver has perfect CSI, the design of the receiver
matrix W still depends on the transmitter P. If the CSIT is obtained by slow CSI
feedback from the receiver, it implies that the receiver also has the same CSIT and
can calculate P locally. If, instead, the CSIT is obtained locally by the transmitter,
there are two possible approaches to obtain knowledge of P at the receiver side:

1. The transmitter can simply feed forward the matrix P to the receiver.

2. Separate estimation of the channel statistics (H̄,RH) are performed at the
receiver side because the receiver has perfect CSI, and the receiver also cal-
culates an estimate of P locally.

The second alternative saves bandwidth compared to feed forward, but it could give
different estimates of the channel statistics, which would influence performance.

Remark 1: Our transceiver design is based on a general description of the
channel statistics, i.e., a non-zero mean and an arbitrary channel covariance matrix.
Therefore this design is rather versatile and also applies to specific scenario where
only the channel mean or the channel covariance matrix is known. For example,
let the cost function F0 be the sum of the average MSEs. This problem was solved
in [JSBC04] for the case the CSIT is only H̄. Under such CSIT assumption, our
robust design actually produces exactly the same solution as the result obtained in
[JSBC04] for this specific CSIT.

Remark 2: As an alternative to the lower bound in (3.23), it is also possi-
ble to expand the average MSE matrix E {E} by the expectation of a truncated
Neumann expansion of H∗R−1

n H as proposed in [ZPO06]. When RR = Rn = I,
the matrix H∗R−1

n H follows a non-central complex Wishart distribution [Kha65],
which is unfortunately very challenging in computation as it utilizes Zonal polyno-
mials [Jam64], generalized Laguerre polynomials [RR73], or it is approximated by
a central Wishart distribution [SR72]. The lower bound approximation presented

Table 3.3: Imperfect CSIT Transceiver Design.

CSIR H

CSIT H̄,RH

RH RT ⊗RR

ΨH H̄∗R−1
n H̄ + tr

[

RRR−1
n

]

RTT

Receiver W (HPP∗H∗ + Rn)
−1

HP

Transmitter P UΨ,ℓΣPV
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herein performs better than the approach based on the truncated Neumann ex-
pansion with first two terms in [ZPO06] due to the error accumulated from series
truncation and moments approximation.

The robust design based on imperfect CSIT is summarized in Table 3.3.

3.6 MSE-constrained Design

In addition to the design problem (3.7), which minimizes a cost function of the
MSEs with a total transmit power constraint, it is also possible to consider the
dual problem that minimizes the total transmit power with a global performance
constraint. More general is the design with individual MSE constraints:

minimize
W,P

tr [PP∗]

subject to d [E] ≤ ρ,
(3.30)

where ρ is a vector containing the desired MSEs targets for each of the data streams.
In this case, the optimal transceiver (W,P) is still given by (3.8) and (3.11), but
the computation of the unitary matrix V is then more involved and depends on the
channel realization (cf. [PLC04]).

This MSE-constrained problem (3.30), in the robust design context, becomes:

minimize
W,P

tr [PP∗]

subject to d [E {E}] ≤ ρ,
(3.31)

which will not be explicitly considered in this thesis, but it can be dealt with
similarly by combining the approach in this chapter with the result in [PLC04].
However, when both CSIR and CSIT are imperfect, Problem (3.31) is more diffi-
cult to solve than (3.13), because R′n defined in (3.16) contains tr [PP∗], which is
precisely the objective function and cannot be replaced by pmax.

In this chapter we develop the robust transceiver designs for different CSI as-
sumptions. The resulting designs present a similar structure. In the next chapter,
all these designs will be included into a single design framework. This framework
will also be illustrated by its applications with several typical cost functions.

3.A Proof of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3

We start by proving Lemma 3.2. As the matrix inverse is strictly matrix-convex
on the set of positive definite Hermitian matrices per Lemma 2.9, the following
inequality holds:

E {E} ≥
(

Iℓ + P∗E
{

H∗R−1
n H

}

P
)−1

= (Iℓ + P∗Ψ′HP)
−1
, (3.32)

where Ψ′H is given in (3.24) and the equality follows from Lemma 2.7.
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The lower bound in (3.26) of Lemma 3.3 follows directly from (3.23). To prove
the upper bounds, first denote

R̃n =
Rn

tr [Rn]
(3.33)

Ψ̃′H = E
{

H∗R̃−1
n H

}

(3.34)

P̃ =
P√
p
, (3.35)

so that R̃n, Ψ̃′H , and P̃ are now independent of the SNR γ. Let {µi} be the
eigenvalues of the matrix P̃∗H∗R̃−1

n HP̃ and {νi} be the eigenvalues of the matrix
P̃∗Ψ̃′HP̃, both in increasing order. Therefore, the following holds:

tr [E′] = tr
[

(

I + γP̃∗Ψ̃′HP̃
)−1
]

=

ℓ
∑

i=1

(1 + γνi)
−1 ≥ (1 + γν1)−1. (3.36)

As P̃∗Ψ′HP̃ is full rank, we have ν1 > 0.
The trace of the average MSE matrix can be upper bounded as

tr [E {E}] = E

{

tr
[

(

Iℓ + γP̃∗H∗R̃−1
n HP̃

)−1
]}

= E

{

ℓ
∑

i=1

1

1 + γµi

}

≤ E

{

ℓ

1 + γµ1

}

≤ E

{

ℓ

1 + γµ1
| µ1 ≤ 1

}

.

Because P̃∗H∗R̃−1
n HP̃ is Non-central quadratic forms [GN00], and the joint density

function is given in [Rat05]. The pdf of µ1 can be shown to take the form of

fµ1(µ) = Cℓ,mµ
m−ℓPℓ,m(µ)Dα,

where Cℓ,m is a constant, Pℓ,m(µ) is a polynomial of degree (m− ℓ)(ℓ− 1), and Dα
is a constant obtained by the integral of two related invariant polynomials [Dav79].
Exact values of these parameters are not relevant in this proof. Conditioned on
µ1 ≤ 1, the pdf can be written as

fµ1|µ1≤1(µ) = fµ1 (µ)/Fµ1 (1) ≤ c0µm−ℓ,

where c0 is a positive constant associated with its non-centrality and independent
of γ and defined as

c0 = Cℓ,mDα max
0≤µ≤1

Pℓ,m(µ)/Fµ1 (1),
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and Fµ1 is the cumulative distribution function of µ1. Therefore, we can bound
further the average MSE matrix as

tr [E {E}] ≤ E

{

ℓ

1 + γµ1
| µ1 ≤ 1

}

≤ c0
∫ 1

0

1

1 + γµ
µm−ℓdµ. (3.37)

To prove the upper bound in (3.26) while ℓ < m, take the limit as

lim
γ→∞

tr [E {E}]
tr [E′]

≤ lim
γ→∞

c0
∫ 1

0
1

1+γµµ
m−ℓdµ

(1 + γν1)−1
(3.38)

= lim
γ→∞

c0
γ

[

m−ℓ−1
∑

k=0

(−1)k

(m−ℓ−k)γk
+ (−1)m−ℓ

γm−ℓ
ln(1 + γ)

]

(1 + γν1)−1
(3.39)

= c0
ν1
m− ℓ = c1. (3.40)

To prove the upper bound in (3.27) while ℓ = m, take the limit as

lim
γ→∞

1

ln γ

tr [E {E}]
tr [E′]

≤ lim
γ→∞

c0
∫ 1

0
1

1+γµµ
m−ℓdµ

(1 + γν1)−1 ln γ
(3.41)

= lim
γ→∞

c0γ
−1 ln(1 + γ)

(1 + γν1)−1 ln γ
(3.42)

= c0ν1 = c2, (3.43)

where both c1 and c2 are positive and independent of SNR γ.
To prove (3.25), because νi > 0, the following limit holds

lim
γ→∞

tr [E′] = lim
γ→∞

ℓ
∑

i=1

(1 + γνi)
−1 = 0. (3.44)

The limit of the trace of the average MSE matrix is also upper bounded when
ℓ < m:

lim
γ→∞

tr [E {E}] ≤ lim
γ→∞
c0

∫ 1

0

1

1 + γµ
µm−ℓdµ (3.45)

= lim
γ→∞

c0
γ

[

m−ℓ−1
∑

k=0

(−1)k

(m− ℓ− k)γk +
(−1)m−ℓ

γm−ℓ
ln(1 + γ)

]

= 0,

while when ℓ = m:

lim
γ→∞

tr [E {E}] ≤ lim
γ→∞
c0

∫ 1

0

1

1 + γµ
µm−ℓdµ = lim

γ→∞

c0
γ

ln(1 + γ) = 0 (3.46)

In both cases, E {E} and E′ are clearly positive semidefinite, therefore

lim
γ→∞

tr [E {E}] = lim
γ→∞

tr [E′] = 0. (3.47)



Chapter 4

Unified Framework and

Applications

In the previous chapter, different linear transceiver designs were proposed for differ-
ent CSI conditions. Although those designs are optimized either for instantaneous
MSE based cost functions or average MSE based certainty-equivalent system, they
interestingly present similar structures. In this chapter, the properties of the linear
transceiver designs are summarized into a unified framework, and different types
of design criteria are analyzed as applications of this framework. The design cri-
teria include: minimizing the weighted sum of the average MSEs, minimizing the
maximum of the average MSEs, and minimizing the average BER.

4.1 Unified Framework

We have addressed the robust design problem of linear transceivers for MIMO
channels based on a general cost function of the average MSEs, for the cases of
i) imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT, and ii) perfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT.
The proposed method solves the design problem when the CSI takes the form of a
channel mean and a channel covariance matrix. In particular, a lower bound of the
average MSE matrix is explored for the design when only the CSIT is imperfect,
and the closed-form solution of the transmitter design for imperfect CSIR and CSIT
case is only obtained when RT = In. However, the obtained solutions, which are
all MSE-based, share some common properties:

• The optimal receiver, W, is always a Wiener filter, regardless of CSIT.

• The optimal transmitter, P, always diagonalizes the equivalent channel co-
variance matrix ΨH (possibly up to a rotation) for all CSIT conditions.

• The CSIR determines the parameters of W: if the CSIR is perfect, W depends
on H and Rn; if the CSIR is imperfect, W depends on H̄ and the equivalent
R′′n in (3.20).

41
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• The equivalent ΨH is different for different CSI condition and is determined
by both the CSIR and the CSIT: if both the CSIR and the CSIT are perfect,
ΨH depends on H and Rn as in (3.10); if only the CSIR is perfect, ΨH
depends on H̄ and Rn as Ψ′H in (3.24); if neither the CSIR nor the CSIT is
perfect, ΨH depends on H̄ and R′′n as Ψ′′H in (3.21).

• The CSIR determines the existence of an MSE floors in high SNR regions.
When CSIR is perfect, no MSE floor exists. Imperfect CSIR always implies an
MSE floor because the receiver fails to recover perfectly the original symbols.
Perfect CSIR is therefore crucial to the system performance.

The resulting robust designs exhibit a similar structure as in the case of perfect
CSI, which can be readily solved by convex optimization approaches in practice.
Therefore, linear MIMO transceiver designs with general cost functions of the MSEs
or average MSEs can be solved with a unified framework, even for different CSI
conditions. The unified framework can be summarized as in Table 4.1.

4.2 Applications

We herein present several robust design examples to apply the unified framework
following the development in Chapter 3. These originally complicated robust design
problems have solutions with clear structure, and are then reduced into simple con-
vex problems with scalar power allocation variables, thus they are easily computed
numerically.

The imperfect CSI is in the form of a mean and a covariance matrix as in
the Gaussian model (1.2). Both the mean and the covariance matrix are assumed
to be know perfectly. The channel mean, H̄, is drawn from a complex Gaussian
distribution H̄ ∼ CN (0, In ⊗ Im) and normalized such that: tr

[

H̄∗H̄
]

= mn. It is
kept fixed for all the simulations in this section. The specific value of the channel
mean used to generate all the figures is given in Appendix 4.A. Very similar results
are observed with different realizations of H̄. The covariance matrix RT and RR
are Toeplitz, defined by the correlation coefficients

[RT ]i,j = ρ
|i−j|
t

[RR]i,j = ρ|i−j|r ,

where 0 < |ρr|, |ρt| < 1. The K factor is defined as

K =
tr
[

H̄H̄∗
]

tr [RH ]
=

tr
[

H̄H̄∗
]

tr [RR] tr [RT ]
(4.1)

In this section, because of the normalization of H̄, the K factor is kept as 1. In
Example 5, the effect of different K factor values is discussed.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Single-User Linear Transceiver Design

Perfect CSI Imperfect CSIT Imperfect CSIR/CSIT

CSIR H H H̄,RH

CSIT H H̄,RH H̄,RH

RH — RT ⊗RR In ⊗RR

Receiver W (HPP∗H∗ + Rn)
−1

HP (HPP∗H∗ + Rn)
−1

HP
(

H̄PP∗H̄∗ + R′′n
)−1

H̄P

Transmitter P P = UΨ,ℓΣPV P = UΨ,ℓΣPV P = UΨ,ℓΣPV

ΨH H∗R−1
n H H̄∗R−1

n H̄ + tr
[

RRR−1
n

]

RTT H̄∗R′′−1
n H̄
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The SNR is defined in (3.5). The Gaussian noise is white, both spatially and
temporally, so Rn is a scaled identity matrix. In all the examples, m = n = 4,
ℓ = 2, pmax = 1, and QPSK is used. 1

Example 1: Minimizing the weighted sum of the average MSEs

The MSE is the central figure-of-merit of the above set of optimization problems.
The non-robust design of this problem is solved in [SSP01, SSB+02, PCL03]. The
more complicated robust design problem is the minimization of the weighted sum
of the average MSEs, which can be solved by our proposed solutions. This weighted
sum problem is quite common, e.g., the weights in the problem can corresponds to
different modulations for the data streams. The problem can be formulated as

minimize
W,P

wTd [E {E}]
subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ pmax,

(4.2)

where w = [w1, w2, · · · , wℓ]T is a positive weighting vector with elements in in-
creasing order (or equal) to guarantee that the objective function in (4.2) is a
Schur-concave function (cf. [PCL03]). It follows from the Schur-concavity that
V = Iℓ.

Imperfect CSIT and perfect CSIR: Invoking Theorem 3.4, the optimal
receiver, W, is given by (3.8) and optimal transmitter, P, is given by (3.11) but
with Ψ′H given in (3.24). What remains is to find the optimal power allocation
{pi}. By using the expressions for W and P, the problem (4.2) is simplified to

minimize
p

∑ℓ
i=1

wi
1+piλ′i

subject to
ℓ
∑

i=1

pj ≤ pmax

pj ≥ 0,

(4.3)

where {λ′1, λ′2, · · · , λ′ℓ} are the ℓ strongest eigenvalues of Ψ′H in increasing order.
This particular scalar optimization problem can be solved efficiently by the water-
filling solution:

pi =
(

µw
1/2
i λ

′−1/2
i − λ′−1

i

)+

, (4.4)

where µ is the water-level satisfying the power constraint with equality.
Imperfect CSIT and CSIR: Invoking Theorem 3.1, the optimal receiver W

is given by (3.8), but using H̄ and R′′n. The optimal P is also given by (3.11),
but using Ψ′′H given in (3.21). The power allocation {pi} can be solved exactly the
same way as in (4.4), but with λ′′i determined by Ψ′′H .

1With a larger ℓ close to min{m,n}, the average BER or average MSE performance will be
more likely dominated by the worst data stream and thus diminish the performance difference
between different designs. However, our conclusions will still hold even for larger ℓ. Here ℓ = 2 is
chosen for clear illustrations.
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Figure 4.1: Sum Average MSE vs SNR for different CSI (m = 4, n = 4, ℓ = 2, ρr =
0.6, ρt = 0).

Simulations: Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to compare four different
linear transceiver designs: 1) naive solution that assumes the channel mean H̄ to
be a perfect estimate of the instantaneous realization H and utilizes the solution of
Section 3.2; 2) the robust solution where both CSIT and CSIR are imperfect as in
Theorem 3.1; 3) the robust solution where CSIR is perfect, but CSIT is imperfect
as in Theorem 3.4; 4) the ideal solution assuming exact instantaneous CSIR and
CSIT as in Section 3.2.

The numerical comparisons are shown in Figure 4.1. In this example, ρt = 0,
ρr = 0.6 and the weights wi = 1. The robust design for imperfect CSIT and CSIR
performs better than the naive design, but still much worse than the perfect CSI
case. An MSE floor is clearly visible, as predicted by (3.18) in Section 3.4. The
robust design for imperfect CSIT performs close to the ideal perfect CSI case and
the slope is approximately the same. In this case, no MSE floor can be observed
as predicted by (3.25) in Section 3.5. This figure also reveals how much the linear
transceiver design can gain from having perfect CSIR and/or CSIT: the knowledge
of perfect CSIR is clearly more critical, as it provides significant gain in average
MSE. This is also generally true for other non-differential type of MCS system. In-
terestingly, our robust design with imperfect CSIT only suffers a slight loss from the
ideal case, although no instantaneous CSIT is available to optimize the transmitter.
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Example 2: Minimizing the maximum of the average MSEs

In addition to the first example of minimizing the weighted average MSEs, one can
also consider minimizing the worst average MSE among the ℓ data streams, because
the overall performance is usually dominated by the data stream with the worst
average MSE. The problem can be written as

minimize
W,P

max
i

[d [E {E}]]i
subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ pmax.

(4.5)

The solution to this problem is quite simple because the cost function is a
Schur-convex function of the average MSEs (cf. [PCL03]). The unitary matrix,
V, is therefore a rotation that produces equal diagonal elements of E {E} and
the power allocation can be simply obtained by minimizing tr [E {E}], which is a
Schur-Concave function and solved as in the first example (4.2) with equal weights.

Monte Carlo simulations are carried out for a 4 × 4 MIMO system to compare
four different linear transceiver designs with exact the same setup as in the previous
example. The parameters are set to ρt = 0 and ρr = 0.6. The results are shown
in Figure 4.2. Similar conclusions can be drawn: the proposed robust designs
outperforms the naive design; close-to-ideal performance can be achieved by the
proposed robust design even when the CSIT is not perfect; perfect CSIR is crucial
to obtain acceptable performance in terms of average MSEs.

Example 3: Minimizing the average BER

All our robust linear transceiver designs are so far based on a cost function F0 of
the average MSEs as in (3.13). The robust design problem based on the average
value of a cost function F0 of the instantaneous MSEs, as in (3.14), is more difficult
to solve. In (3.14), the expectation operator does not necessarily commute with
the function F0 and can not be applied to the arguments d [E]. However, these two
problems are related: the cost function E {F0(d [E])} in (3.14) can be expanded by
a Taylor series and then truncated with only the first two terms, which is the cost
function in (3.13) and can be solved by the proposed robust designs, in the hope
that the resulting solutions are close, in some sense, to the solutions of the original
problem with cost function E {F0(d [E])}.

For a general differentiable function F0, more specifically, an approximation of
E {F0(d [E])} with bounded error can be obtained as:

E {F0 (d [E])} = F0(d [E {E}]) + E {d [E]− d [E {E}]}T ∇xF0(x)|x=d[E{E}]

+O
(

E
{

‖d [E]− E {d [E]} ‖2
})

(4.6)

= F0(d [E {E}]) +O
(

E
{

‖d [E]− E {d [E]} ‖2
})

. (4.7)

The error in the approximation depends on both the particular function F0 and
the variance of E.
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Figure 4.2: Max Average MSE vs SNR for different CSI (m = 4, n = 4, ℓ = 2, ρr =
0.6, ρt = 0).

We illustrate the above idea with the example of minimizing the average BER,
which belongs to the design problem (3.14). The average uncoded BER is a good
measure of the uncoded link quality of a communication system. Hence, its mini-
mization can be regarded a good criterion:

minimize
W,P

E

{

1
ℓ

ℓ
∑

i=1

B ([d [E {E}]]i)
}

subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ Pmax,
(4.8)

where the function B(·) is a function mapping MSE to BER. We also assume the
same M-ary QAM constellation is used for all data streams. For square M-ary
QAM constellations, the function B is convex for the range of MSEs of interest
[PS94] and is given by:

B(x) ≈ 4

log2M

(

1− 1√
M

)

Q
(
√

3

M − 1

(

1

x
− 1

)

)

, (4.9)

where Q is the Q-function defined for the Gaussian distribution [PS94].
In order to approximate the above problem to (3.13), simply take the first two
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terms in the Taylor expansion for the expectation of the function B 2. The problem
is then approximately reduced to

minimize
W,P

ℓ
∑

i=1

B ([d [E {E}]]i)
subject to tr [PP∗] ≤ Pmax,

(4.10)

which indeed belongs to problem (3.13) and can be solved by our proposed design
framework.

First, the cost function is a sum of identical convex functions of the components
of d [E {E}], so it is Schur-convex [MO79]. The unitary matrix, V, is a rotation
that produces equal diagonal elements of E {E} and the power allocation can be
obtained simply by minimizing tr [E {E}], which is a Schur-concave function and
solved by the first example (4.2). The optimal receiver, W, can be determined
according to different CSI conditions as in Theorem 3.1 or 3.4.

Monte Carlo simulations are carried out for a 4 × 4 MIMO system to compare
four different linear transceiver designs with exact the same setup as in the previous
examples. The parameters are set to ρt = 0 and ρr = 0.6. The results are shown
in Figure 4.3. The proposed robust designs for different CSI perform better than
the naive design based on channel mean only. Similar to Figure 4.1, a perfect CSIR
is more important and provides a large gain in SNR. However, unlike Figure 4.1,
the performance of the robust design with imperfect CSIT and perfect CSIR is now
clearly inferior to the perfect CSI design. This is most probably due to that the
Taylor approximation of the Q function is simple but not very accurate and (4.9)
is not accurate when the interference is not Gaussian.

Example 4: Correlation Effect

We examine the impact of channel correlation by varying the correlation coefficients
ρr and ρt. Our robust design for imperfect CSIT and perfect CSIR are tested against
four different setups of channel correlations: both or neither the transmitter and
the receiver have high correlation, either the transmitter or the receiver has high
correlation. Average BER is used as the cost function and the robust design follows
the previous example. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.4.

The relative position of the curves suggests that low correlation on both the
transmitter and the receiver side results in the best average BER performance,
while the high correlated transmitter and receiver combination is the worst. When
the SNR is low, the correlation at the receiver is the dominating factor for BER,
while the correlation at the transmitter is the dominating factor when the SNR is
high. Intuitively, this phenomenon is reasonable as it is less important to utilize
more receiver antennas to average out the Gaussian noise effect when the SNR is
high.

2This is not an accurate approximation of the expectation of the Q function. Better approxi-
mations could clearly be considered but we limit the scope of the present chapter to the considered
approximation for its simplicity.
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Figure 4.3: Average BER vs SNR for different CSI (m = 4, n = 4, ℓ = 2, ρr =
0.6, ρt = 0).
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Figure 4.4: Average BER vs SNR with different correlations for the robust design
of imperfect CSIT and perfect CSIR (m = 4, n = 4, ℓ = 2).
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Example 5: K Factor Effect

To study the effect of the K factor, the original channel model (1.2) is slightly
modified as

H =

√

K

K + 1
H̄ +

√

1

K + 1
R

1/2
R GR

T/2
T , (4.11)

where K determines the relative power of the mean and the covariance of the
channel, or equivalently, the channel estimate quality, and G has i.i.d. elements
distributed as CN (0, 1). The channel mean H̄ is normalized such that: tr

[

H̄∗H̄
]

=
mn. Therefore a constant average power gain of the channel can be maintained for
different correlation coefficients and channel means, i.e.

E {tr [H∗H]} = mn (4.12)

is satisfied for all K factors.
Again the example of average BER is used to demonstrate the performance, as

shown in Figure 4.5. In this example, ρt = 0.2 and ρr = 0.8. When K is close
to 0, which means the channel is close to Rayleigh fading, the naive design with
only channel mean information naturally fails. The proposed robust design benefits
from the fact that its equivalent channel covariance matrix incorporates both the
channel mean and the channel covariance, for all K values. When the K factor is
extremely high at the right side of the figure, all three methods approach the same
performance, because the channel mean dominates over the channel covariance
matrix.

4.3 Summary

We have addressed the robust design problem of linear transceivers for MIMO
channels based on a general cost function of the average MSEs, for the cases of i)
imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT, and ii) perfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT. The
proposed framework solves the design problem when the CSI takes the form of a
channel mean and a channel covariance matrix. In particular, a lower bound of the
average MSE matrix is explored for the design when only the CSIT is imperfect.
The resulting designs exhibit a similar structure as in the case of perfect CSI, which
can be readily solved by convex optimization approaches in practice. Therefore,
linear MIMO transceiver designs with general cost functions of the MSEs or average
MSEs can be solved with a unified framework, even for different CSI conditions.
By Taylor approximations, it is also possible to extend the proposed designs to
the robust design problem based on the expected value of general functions of the
instantaneous MSEs. Promising gains compared to simple non-robust designs are
confirmed with numerical examples.
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Figure 4.5: Average BER vs K factor for the robust design of imperfect CSIT and
perfect CSIR (m = 4, n = 4, ℓ = 2, ρr = 0.8, ρt = 0.2, SNR= 10dB).

4.A Numerical Simulation Parameters

The channel mean H̄ used in the numerical simulations is

H̄ =









0.33 + 0.47i 1.03− 0.96i 0.88− 0.17i −0.94 + 0.82i
0.58 + 0.01i 0.93− 0.08i −0.56− 0.12i 1.02− 0.32i
0.73− 0.05i 0.49− 0.56i −0.36− 0.67i −0.39 + 0.72i
−0.62− 1.72i 0.51 + 0.95i 1.00− 0.88i −0.09− 0.05i









, (4.13)

and tr
[

H̄H̄∗
]

= 16.
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Chapter 5

Up-Link Transceiver Designs

Previous chapters address the problem of linear transceiver design for a single
MIMO link with different CSI assumptions. In practical wireless systems, mul-
tiple users will have to share a subset of the frequency, time, and space resources
to enable low cost communication. Therefore, it will be even more difficult to ob-
tain accurate CSI for each user in such systems. The transceiver design problem
for multi-user systems with different CSI assumptions are considered in the next
two chapters. First, the communication link from the users to the access point is
discussed in this chapter. Such a channel is also referred to as the multiple access
channel (MAC) or simply the up-link. The reverse communication link from the
access point to the users is discussed in Chapter 6, and is commonly referred to as
the broadcast channel (BC) or simply the down-link.

Linear MIMO transceivers are attractive because of their low complexity and
have been studied extensively. In the literature, it is often assumed that the access
point and all mobile users have perfect CSI. Such an assumption is made for the
MIMO up-link and down-link in the analysis in [RC03, YRBC04, Ben04]. With
perfect CSIT, the optimal transmit strategy that minimizing the instantaneous sum
MSE is characterized in [JB03] for different power constraints, and linear transceiver
design is investigated in [LDGW04, SSJB05] by SDP approach or utilizing the MSE
duality.

For the case of imperfect CSI, several information theoretical results have re-
cently been reported. [JVG01] assumes that the users know the channel correlation
matrix of their own as well as those of all other users while the access point is
assumed to know the channels perfectly. The ergodic capacity region and the opti-
mal transmit strategies are partially characterized in [JVG01]. The weighted rate
optimization necessary to achieve points on the capacity boundary turns out to be
non-convex and non-polymatroid. As a result, only an implicit characterization is
possible. In contrast to the complete capacity region a more recent work in [SU05]
aims to optimize the average sum capacity of the MIMO up-link under the assump-
tion that each user knows only his own channel correlation or channel mean. The
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of MIMO up-link system model with linear transceiver.

results from single-user MIMO ergodic capacity optimization with covariance and
mean feedback reported in [JG04] are extended in [SU05] to the multi-user case.
For an MMSE receiver and long-term CSI, the optimal transmit strategies that
minimize the sum MSE are also recently discussed in [JSBC06].

In this chapter, the linear transceiver optimization problem is addressed from
a more signal processing perspective, under several CSI assumptions for MIMO
up-link channel. Two quite different approaches will be used due to different CSI
assumption. The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 describes the MIMO
up-link system model. A short review of the up-link transceiver design problem of
perfect CSI is included in Section 5.2. The formulation of the robust transceiver de-
sign problem is given in Section 5.3. The robust up-link design with imperfect CSIR
and imperfect CSIT is treated in Section 5.4, whereas the robust design with perfect
CSIR and imperfect CSIT is considered in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 addresses the
up-link design with perfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT with certain special chan-
nel modeling. Numerical examples are included in Section 5.7 to illustrate our
theoretical development. A short summary is given in Section 5.8.

5.1 System Model

We consider a typical two-user up-link MIMO system for simplicity: each user has n
transmit antennas, while the access point hasm receive antennas. User i encounters
a narrow-band quasi-static block flat-fading channel Hi ∈ Cm×n. The transmitted
signal vector for user i is si ∈ Cn with covariance matrix Qi ∈ Cn×n. Omitting
the time index, the corresponding discrete-time received signal model at the access
point is

y = H1s1 + H2s2 + n, (5.1)

where the background noise is assumed to be zero-mean circularly symmetric com-
plex Gaussian with arbitrary covariance matrix, i.e., n ∼ CN (0,Rn).

User i transmits the data symbol vectors xi ∈ C
n, which are assumed zero-mean

with unit-energy uncorrelated symbols, i.e., E {xix∗i } = I. A linear transmitter
Pi ∈ Cn×n and a linear receiver Wi ∈ Cm×n are the design quantities that will be
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determined to optimize the performance:

si = Pixi (5.2)

x̂i = W∗
iy. (5.3)

The data symbol vector x1 and x2 are also assumed to be uncorrelated and both
independent of the Gaussian noise, n. Since Qi = PiP

∗
i , the average transmit

power for user i is defined as

E
{

‖si‖2
}

= tr [PiP
∗
i ] = tr [Qi] . (5.4)

The MSE matrix for user i is given by

Ei = E {(x̂i − xi)(x̂i − xi)
∗} . (5.5)

Observe that the diagonal elements of Ei are the MSEs of the established data
streams.

5.2 Perfect CSI Design: A Review

Similar to the single-user case, the multi-user system performance is measured by
certain functions of the MSEs from the established data streams, i.e., d [Ei]. Due to
the complicated nature of the multi-user system, we only consider minimizing the
sum of the MSEs as a particular cost function. With perfect CSI, the transceiver
optimization problem can be formulated as

minimize
{Wi,Pi}

tr [E1] + tr [E2]

subject to tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2
(5.6)

where pi denotes the maximum power budget at the transmitter for user i. Unfor-
tunately this problem is non-convex even when n = 1. An alterative convex formu-
lation of this problem is obtained in [LDGW04] using the linear matrix inequality
(LMI) technique [BGFB94]. The main result is summarized here for completeness
and better understanding of the later development.

Receiver Design

As the first step, the MSE matrices need to be established. It is easy to see that

x̂1 − x1 = W∗
1y− x1 = (W∗

1H1P1 − It)x1 + W∗
1H2P2x2 + W∗

1n.

Hence,

E1 = Ex1,x2 {(x̂1 − x1)(x̂1 − x1)∗}
= (W∗

1H1P1 − I)(W∗
1H1P1 − I)∗ + W∗

1H2P2P∗2H∗2W1 + W∗
1RnW1

= W∗
1Ω−1W1 −W∗

1H1P1 −P∗1H∗1W1 + I, (5.7)
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where the matrix Ω is defined as

Ω = (H1Q1H∗1 + H2Q2H∗2 + Rn)
−1
. (5.8)

Because the receiver has perfect knowledge of H1 and H2, it can always optimize
Wi for each channel realization. Assuming fixed P1 and P2, taking the derivative
of tr [E1] + tr [E2] with respect to W1 and W2, it is easy to see that the optimal
receiver is also the Wiener filter

Wi = ΩHiPi, (5.9)

and the resulting MSE matrix is

Ei = I−P∗iH
∗
iΩHiPi. (5.10)

Transmitter Design

Once the optimal receivers are obtained in (5.9), the total MSE is

MSE = tr [E1] + tr [E2] (5.11)

= 2n− tr [Ω(H1Q1H∗1 + H2Q2H∗2)]

= 2n− tr
[

Ω(Ω−1 −Rn)
]

= (2n−m) + tr [ΩRn] . (5.12)

Consequently the original joint transmitter receiver optimization problem (5.6) can
be re-stated as

minimize
{Qi},Ω

tr [ΩRn]

subject to Ω = (H1Q1H∗1 + H2Q2H∗2 + Rn)
−1

tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2
Qi � 0, i = 1, 2.

This can be shown to be equivalent to

minimize
{Qi},Ω

tr [ΩRn]

subject to Ω � (H1Q1H∗1 + H2Q2H∗2 + Rn)
−1

tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2
Qi � 0, i = 1, 2.

Using Schur’s complement [HJ85], the positive semidefinite constraint involving Ω
can be reformulated as a LMI

minimize
{Qi},Ω

tr [ΩRn]

subject to

[

Ω I
I H1Q1H∗1 + H2Q2H∗2 + Rn

]

� 0

tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2
Qi � 0, i = 1, 2.

(5.13)
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Table 5.1: Perfect CSI Up-link Transceiver Design.

CSIR H1 and H2

CSIT User i knows Hi

Ω (H1Q1H∗1 + H2Q2H∗2 + Rn)
−1

Receiver Wi ΩHiPi

Transmitter Pi SDP solution of (5.13)

Problem (5.13) is clearly an SDP formulation [BV04]. The covariance matrices Qi
(and eventually the transmitters Pi) can be efficiently solved using interior point
methods [BV04].

The SDP problem (5.13) implicitly assumes that each user knows the channels
of all other users. It is not likely to be realistic to assume all that information is
locally available at the users side. Instead of broadcasting the channels for each
user, problem (5.13) should be solved centrally at the access point. The resulting
precode matrix Pi can be fed back to the corresponding user.

The up-link transceiver design based on perfect CSI is summarized in Table 5.1.

5.3 Robust Design Formulation

When CSI is imperfect, it is modeled statistically as in Section 1.6. Our goal is to
design linear transceivers that are robust to imperfect CSI. The stochastic robust
design method will be used in the sequel. In contrast to the perfect CSI case (5.6)
where the instantaneous sum MSE is considered, the system performance averaged
over the channel distribution is considered in the robust design. The resulting
designs are optimal in the average sense in the following certainty-equivalent system
similar to in the single user case

minimize
{Wi,Pi}

tr [E {E1}] + tr [E {E2}]
subject to tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2

Qi � 0, i = 1, 2,

(5.14)

where pi is the maximum allowed transmit power for user i.
The objective function in (5.14) is unfortunately non-convex. Based on the CSI

assumption, (5.14) will be solved with several different approaches in the sequel:

• Section 5.4: imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT.

• Sections 5.5 and 5.6: perfect CSIR but imperfect CSIT.
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Due to the difference in CSI assumption, the resulting optimal transceivers are
different in nature. As will be seen, the designs cannot be integrated into a common
framework in a similar manner as the single-user cases.

5.4 Imperfect CSIR and CSIT Design

CSIR is traditionally acquired via a training sequence that allows the estimation
of the channel, or via blind methods that exploit the structure of the transmitted
signal or the channel. CSIT can be obtained either by means of feedback from the
receiver, or from previous receive measurements if the channel has some reciprocity
[BO01]. If sufficiently accurate feedback information or nearly perfect reciprocity
can be assumed, CSIR and CSIT will suffer from similar channel estimation errors
or quantization errors. In this case, both CSIT and CSIR cannot be modeled as
perfect and it is reasonable to assume they are both perturbed. In this section, we
will consider the situation when perfect CSI is not available either at transmitter
or at the receiver.

We assume the imperfect CSI consists of a channel estimate H̄i and a small
perturbation described by the additive Gaussian noise. To start with, we assume
that CSIR and CSIT are affected identically. In particular, we consider the channel
Hi to be Gaussian distributed as in Section 1.6 with identical CSIR and CSIT in
the form of H̄i and same RH = In ⊗RR for all users.

Receiver Design

Since the CSIR is not perfect, it is not possible to optimize the linear transceiver
(Wi,Pi) for each instantaneous channel state Hi as in the perfect CSI case in
Section 5.2. To solve the problem (5.14), we first give a closed-form expression for
the average MSE matrix E {Ei}.

Invoking Lemma 2.7, it is easily seen that

E {H1Q1H∗1} = H̄1Q1H̄∗1 + tr [Q1] RR.

Substituting this in (5.7), the average MSE matrix can be written as

E {E1} = W∗
1Ω′−1W1 −W∗

1H̄1P1 −P∗1H̄∗1W1 + I, (5.15)

where the matrices Ω′ and R′ are defined as

R′ = (tr [Q1] + tr [Q2]) RR + Rn (5.16)

Ω′ =
(

H̄1Q1H̄∗1 + H̄2Q2H̄∗2 + R′
)−1
. (5.17)

This is similar to the perfect CSI case, but with H̄ replacing H and Ω′ replacing
Ω. Hence the optimal receiver is still a Wiener filter

Wi = Ω′H̄iPi. (5.18)
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The resulting average MSE matrix becomes

E {Ei} = In −P∗i H̄
∗
iΩ
′H̄iPi, (5.19)

and the sum average MSEs can be reformulated as

MSE = tr [E {E1}] + tr [E {E2}] (5.20)

= (2n−m) + tr [Ω′R′] . (5.21)

Transmitter Design

Similar to the perfect CSI design, once the optimal receivers are determined, the
problem in (5.14) can be rewritten in a manner involving only the transmitters

minimize
{Qi},Ω′,R′

tr [Ω′R′]

subject to R′ = (tr [Q1] + tr [Q2]) RR + Rn

Ω′ =
(

H̄1Q1H̄∗1 + H̄2Q2H̄∗2 + R′
)−1

tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2
Qi � 0, i = 1, 2

(5.22)

This new formulation (5.22) is non-convex as well. Unfortunately, unlike in the
case of perfect CSI design, the individual transmit powers tr [Qi] also appear in R′

and they cannot be removed from the objective function, as stated in the following
lemma:

Lemma 5.1. When imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT are assumed:

• In the single user case, the power constraint always holds with equality at the
optimal solution.

• In the multi user up-link case, the individual power constraints do not neces-
sarily hold with equality simultaneously at the optimal solution, but at least
one of them holds.

Proof. See Appendix 5.A

Following directly from Lemma 5.1, it holds in general at the optimum that

R′ = (tr [Q1] + tr [Q2]) RR + Rn ≤ (p1 + p2)RR + Rn.

This situation makes R′ a variable to optimize. Although it is possible to use
a technique similar to the perfect CSI design for reformulating (5.22) as an SDP,
the constraints will contain a Bilinear Matrix Inequality (BMI). Unfortunately BMI
problems are non-convex and at present there are no systematic procedures to solve
BMIs. Worse still, to check the solvability of a BMI is NP-hard [TO95]. Hence it
is unlikely to find a polynomial time algorithm for general BMI problems. There
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exists some commercially available solvers, such as PENBMI from PENOPT GbR,
but BMIs are difficult to solve efficiently in general.

However, it is possible to solve this particular problem (5.22) with the SDP
framework by introducing an auxiliary variable q, where q acts as a virtual sum
power constraint. In particular, let R′′ = qRR+Rn and min(p1, p2) ≤ q ≤ p1 +p2.
Consider the following problem

minimize
{Qi},Ω′′

tr [Ω′′R′′]

subject to Ω′′ =
(

H̄1Q1H̄∗1 + H̄2Q2H̄∗2 + R′′
)−1

tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2
Qi � 0, i = 1, 2.

(5.23)

It can be reformulated as an SDP for any fixed q because R′′ remains constant

minimize
{Qi},Ω′′

tr [Ω′R′′]

subject to

[

Ω′′ I
I H̄1Q1H̄∗1 + H̄2Q2H̄∗2 + R′′

]

� 0

tr [Q1] + tr [Q2] ≤ q
tr [Qi] ≤ pi, i = 1, 2
Qi � 0, i = 1, 2

(5.24)

This situation enable us to consider q as an optimization variable. Based on (5.24),
the original problem (5.22) can be solved numerically by using the following algo-
rithm:

Algorithm 1 Imperfect CSI Transmitter Optimization

1: for q in a fine grid in (min(p1, p2), p1 + p2] do
2: Solve the SDP problem (5.24)
3: if tr [Q1] = p1 or tr [Q2] = p2 then
4: Save the resulting tr [Ω′R′′]
5: end if
6: end for
7: {Qi} = arg min tr [Ω′R′′], where tr [Ω′R′′] are those saved ones

In practice, the values of all the {Qi} are not necessarily to be saved in the
inner loop of the algorithm. It is enough to only keep the best solution that has
appeared so far in the inner loop.

Since (5.24) can be solved very efficiently, computing Algorithm 1 presented
above still appears practically feasible based on our simulation results. A numerical
illustration of this algorithm will be given in Section 5.7.

This algorithm also implicitly requires that each user knows the CSIT of all
the users. Effectively, Algorithm 1 is also a centralized approach where all the
computations need to be done at the access point and then the transmitters {Pi}
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Table 5.2: Imperfect CSIR and CSIT Up-link Transceiver Design, RH,i = In ×RR

CSIR H̄1, H̄2 and RR

CSIT User i knows H̄i and RR

Ω
(

H̄1Q1H̄∗1 + H̄2Q2H̄∗2 + (tr [Q1] + tr [Q2]) RR + Rn
)−1

Receiver Wi ΩH̄iPi,

Transmitter Pi Solution of Algorithm 1

are fed back to individual users. In fact, this centralized approach saves feedback
bandwidth as there is no further need to feedback Hi and RR once Pi is sent
back. The dimension of the matrix Pi is also smaller than Hi. In addition, because
Algorithm 1 is solved numerically, to compute it centrally can avoid the problem
of inconsistent results of Ω that might appear if it is exercised locally at all the
transmitter sides.

The robust design based on imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT is summarized
in Table 5.2.

This algorithm searches for the optimal q in order to find the optimal solution.
It is also possible to use other strategies to find the optimal transmit powers. Below
two alternative approaches are presented.

Only search for the optimal individual transmit power From Lemma 5.1,
at least one of the user has to use up his entire power budget. One can
set tr [Q1] = p1 and search for the optimal tr [Q2] in the original problem
(5.22). Then set tr [Q2] = p2 and repeat the search to obtain optimal tr [Q1].
The final solution is one of the power pairs that are found. However, even if
one of the transmit powers is fixed, it is still difficult to solve the optimization
problem (5.22) directly. The search for the optimal transmit power for the
second user probably falls back to the same set up as our approach to search
for the optimal virtual sum power.

Iteratively search for Ω′ and R′ The optimization problem (5.22) can be
rewritten as an SDP problem with LMI, if one of the variables of Ω′ or R′

is fixed. This leads to the proposal that one can iteratively search for the
optimal Ω′ and R′.

The immediate advantage is that the model of the CSI can be relaxed. In our
proposed algorithm, it is assumed that RT = I and all the channels have the
same covariance matrix, RR. With this iterative search of Ω′ and R′, each
user can have a different covariance matrices RT,i and RR,i.

Unfortunately there is a huge drawback of this iterative approach: it is not
guaranteed to converge. The objective function value does decrease during
every iteration, but the original problem is relaxed by fixing Ω′ or R′. The
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true objective function value does not necessarily decrease. In fact, during
our simulations, this iterative search never converged.

5.5 Imperfect CSIT Design

In certain cases, the access point estimates the channel using the pilots or even
the decoded signals, and its CSI can be assumed to be perfect. However, it is
difficult for the users to obtain channel estimates of reasonable accuracy in non-
TDD systems due to channel fading, feedback bandwidth and limited computing
power. Therefore, it is important to design optimal transmit strategies where only
partial CSIT is available. In this section, robust linear transceiver design for such
systems with imperfect CSIT but perfect CSIR is discussed.

We assume each user has partial CSI in the form of its own channel mean H̄i
and channel covariance matrix RH,i = RT,i ⊗RR,i.

Receiver Design

Similar to the single-user case in previous chapters, the receiver, Wi, can be de-
signed based on any instantaneous Hi because the receivers have perfect CSI. This
means that the optimal receiver, Wi, is exactly the same as in the perfect CSI case
(cf. (5.9))

Wi = ΩHiPi, (5.25)

with Ω defined as
Ω = (H1Q1H∗1 + H2Q2H∗2 + Rn)

−1
. (5.26)

The resulting instantaneous MSE matrix is

Ei = I−P∗iH
∗
iΩHiPi, (5.27)

which is the same as in the perfect CSI design.

Transmitter Design

The joint transceiver design problem is therefore reduced to the optimization of the
linear transmitter Pi allowing robust performance with respect to channel imper-
fections in the CSIT. Since the cost function contains only the average MSE matrix
E {Ei}, we need to take expectations of (5.27), i.e.

E {Ei} = E {I−P∗iH
∗
iΩHiPi} . (5.28)

This is quite different from the imperfect CSIR and CSIT design in Section 5.4,
where Wi is optimized based on the average MSE matrix. In the imperfect CSIT
case, the receiver, Wi, is adapted to each channel realization, so Wi is optimized
based on the instantaneous MSE matrix. Hence the average MSE matrix should
instead be computed from the resulting MSE matrix (5.27).
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However, similar to the situation of imperfect CSIT design for the single-user
system, obtaining a closed-form expression of the expectations in (5.27) turns out
to be very difficult in general. When H̄i = 0, it is possible to solve the optimal
transmit directions exactly, which will be discussed in the next subsection. In this
subsection, we use the technique in Section 3.5 to design Pi by invoking a lower
bound of (5.27).

First, it is easy to obtain a similar tight lower bound

EH1 {E1} = I−P∗1E {H∗1ΩH1}P1

= E

{

(

I + P∗1H∗1(H2Q2H∗2 + Rn)
−1H1P1

)−1
}

(5.29)

≥ (I + P∗1Ω1P1)−1, (5.30)

where

Ω1 = H̄∗1R−1
1 H̄1 + tr

[

RR,1R−1
1

]

RTT,1 (5.31)

R1 = H2Q2H∗2 + Rn. (5.32)

However, the equivalent noise-plus-interference covariance matrix R1 is not a con-
stant as it depends on H2. One ad-hoc method is to replace it with its expected
value, i.e.

E {R1} = H̄2Q2H̄∗2 + tr
[

Q2RTT,2
]

RR,2 + Rn, (5.33)

yielding the approximation:

EH1,H2 {E1} ≈ (I + P∗1Ω̃1P1)−1, (5.34)

where
Ω̃1 = H̄∗1E {R1}−1

H̄1 + tr
[

RR,1E {R1}−1
]

RTT,1. (5.35)

Since the objective function of minimizing the sum MSEs is Schur-concave, the
resulting approximated solution has the structure

P1 = UΩ1,ℓΣ1, (5.36)

where the matrix UΩ1,ℓ consists of the ℓ eigenvectors of Ω̃1 corresponding to the
ℓ largest eigenvalues arranged in increasing order (λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λℓ), and
Σ1 = diag

[

{√pi}
]

contains the power allocation, {pi}, along the diagonal. This
power allocation can be optimized by scalar optimization and the solution follows
the water-filling solution similar to (4.4).

The solution of P1 still relies on the transmit covariance of the other user Q2. To
solve this dilemma, an iterative algorithm is proposed as described in the proposed
Algorithm 2.

This algorithm can be implemented centralized at the access point, because
the receiver has perfect CSI of all the users. Once the iteration is finished, the
resulting Pi can be fed back to the transmitters. This also eliminates the need
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Algorithm 2 Iterative Imperfect CSIT Transmitter Optimization

1: Let Q1 = Q2 = I
2: repeat
3: Solve P1, update Q1

4: Solve P2, update Q2

5: until Q1 and Q2 converge.

of having both Hi and RH,i tracked by each user or having them fed back from
the access point. The feed back load is only one matrix per user, namely the final
transmitter Pi. This algorithm can also be implemented in a distributed fashion,
but the convergence will be very slow when more users are present in the system.

The original sum MSE problem is Schur-concave, so the ideal solution will be the
case that all the average MSE matrices are simultaneously diagonalized by {Pi}.
Our approach utilizes an approximation of the average MSE matrix as (5.34) to
simplify the expression of the interference. Hence simultaneous diagonalization is
not guaranteed. In fact, as observed in our simulations, the average MSE matrices
are usually not diagonal, but with dominant diagonal elements.

Also because of the interference approximation, the sum average MSE is not
guaranteed to monotonically decrease for each iteration in Algorithm 2. However,
it is our experience that the convergence turns out to be rather fast: usually less
than five iterations in our numerical simulations.

The robust design based on imperfect CSIT is summarized in Table 5.3.

5.6 Imperfect CSIT Design: Special Case

The algorithm in Section 5.5 based on interference approximation does not yield
exact solution, despite being practical and having good performance. The original
design problem with imperfect CSIT has no closed-form exact solution in general
to the best of our knowledge. However, it is possible to obtain exact solutions for
the special case when the channels have zero mean and the receiver side channel

Table 5.3: Imperfect CSIT Up-link Transceiver Design.

CSIR H1 and H2

CSIT User i knows H̄i, RR,i, and RT,i

Ωi Iterative solution of Algorithm 2

Receiver Wi ΩiHiPi

Transmitter Pi UΩi,ℓΣi
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covariance matrices RR are identical, i.e.

Hi ∼ CN (0,RTi ⊗RR) .

The assumption that all the users have the same RR has been adopted in related
works to simplify the analysis, such as in [LWH07]. When all the users have the
same RR, it is possible to apply pre-whitening at the access point. Therefore,
without loss of generality, we can further assume

Hi ∼ CN (0,RTi ⊗ Im) , (5.37)

which is used in the remaining part of this section.
Total K users are considered, instead of only two users. This section also serves

as a demo of extending the results in previous sections to arbitrary number of users.
The problem to be addressed is then

minimize
{Wi,Pi}

∑K
i=1 tr [E {Ei}]

subject to tr [Qi] ≤ pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K
Qi � 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ K.

(5.38)

Receiver Design

As in the general case, the receiver Wi is the Wiener filter given in (5.9)

Wi = ΩHiPi, (5.39)

where Ω is defined as

Ω =

(

K
∑

i=1

HiQiH
∗
i + Rn

)−1

. (5.40)

The resulting instantaneous MSE matrix is the same as (5.27)

Ei = I−P∗iH
∗
iΩHiPi. (5.41)

For convenience, a block diagonal total MSE matrix is also defined as

E =











E1 0 0 0
0 E2 0 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 EK











, (5.42)

and
∑K
i=1 tr [E {Ei}] = tr [E {E}].
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Transmitter Design

The objective function tr [E {E}] is Schur-concave on the vector d [E {E}]. Now
let us focus on a certain user k in the above problem. When tr [E {E}] is Schur-
concave, it is also Schur-concave on d [E {Ek}] if d [E {Ek̄}] is kept fixed. The index
k̄ denotes the complement set {1, · · · ,K} \ {k}.

Because of Lemma 2.5, i.e.,

λ [E {Ek}] ≻ d [E {Ek}] ,

the lower bound of the Schur-concave cost function in (5.38) is achieved when the
average MSE matrix E {Ek} is diagonal. 1

Denote two eigenvalue decompositions

RT,i = UH,iΛH,iU
∗
H,i

Qi = UQ,iΛQ,iU
∗
Q,i.

The channel matrix and the transmitter can be expressed as

Hi = GiΛ
1/2
H,iU

∗
H,i

Pi = Q
1/2
i = UQ,iΣi,

where Σi = Λ
1/2
Q,i, and Gi has i.i.d. elements distributed as CN (0, 1) as in (1.1).

The following lemma can be established:

Lemma 5.2. When UQ,k = UH,k, the average MSE matrix E {Ek} is diagonal.

Proof. See Appendix 5.B

That is, user k can set the transmit covariance matrix by letting UQ,k = UH,k

to diagonalize the average MSE matrix E {Ek}. This implies that the lower bound
of the Schur-concave cost function tr [d [E {Ek}]] can be achieved for this user.
This diagonalization is fully localized and additional CSI from any other user is not
needed. We can then apply this method to all the users in this decentralized strat-
egy, and all the users can diagonalize their own average MSE matrix simultaneously.
This means that the total average MSE matrix E {E} can be diagonlized in such
a decentralized way, and therefore, the lower bound of the original Schur-concave
cost function tr [d [E {E}]] can be achieved. We summarize these observations in
the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3. Under Rayleigh fading, if all users have RR = I, the optimal
transmit direction, i.e., the optimal transmit signal covariance Qi, for the original
multi-user up-link optimization problem (5.38) is obtained by UQ,i = UH,i. The
lower bound of the cost function given in (5.38) is also achieved.

1This general argument applies to all Schur-concave cost functions. If only tr [E {E}] is consid-
ered as in this example, obviously E {E} can be assumed to be diagonal without loss of generality,
because

∑

λ [E {E}] = tr [E {Ek}].
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Table 5.4: Imperfect CSIT Up-link Transceiver Design, H̄i = 0,RR,i = I.

CSIR All Hi

CSIT User i knows H̄i and RT,i

Ω (
∑K
i=1 HiQiH

∗
i + Rn)

−1

Receiver Wi ΩHiPi

Transmitter Pi UH,iΣi

Theorem 5.3 not only specifies the optimal transmit direction for each user, but
also reveals an important character of this optimal direction: the direction of user i
(UQ,i), is only determined by the channel correlation UH,i of this user, which can
be completely solved locally. This makes the proposed method very attractive in
the implementation since no extra signaling is required.

Once the optimal transmit directions are known, the design problem is reduced
to the optimization of the power for each user, i.e., the diagonal elements of ΛQ,i.
We can rewrite problem (5.38) as

minimize
ΛQ1

,··· ,ΛQK
ρ1,··· ,ρK

∑K
i=1 ρi

subject to d [I−ΛQ,iΛH,iΛG,i] ≤ ρi
tr [ΛQi ] ≤ pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K,

where

ΛG,i = E











G∗i



I +
K
∑

j=1

GjΛQ,jΛH,jG
∗
j





−1

Gi











. (5.43)

Note that ΛG,i is a diagonal matrix because of Lemma 5.4. Although ΛG,i only
relies on the diagonal matrix ΛQ,jΛH,j , it is surprisingly difficult to obtain a closed-
form solution of (5.43). However, it is very easy to evaluate the RHS of (5.43)
numerically, so the computation is not an obstacle in practice.

Further, the constraints are tight at the optimum. Therefore, the power alloca-
tion problem can be simplified to

maximize
{pi}

∑n
ℓ=1 [pi]ℓ [λH,i]ℓ [ΛG,i]ℓ,ℓ

subject to
∑n
ℓ=1[pi]ℓ ≤ pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K,

(5.44)

with the power vector pi = d [ΛQi ]. Unfortunately, the interference matrix ΛG,i in
(5.44) does depend on the power allocation of all users. Thus, it is unlikely that a
decentralized algorithm exists where every user can optimize his own power locally
without the knowledge of the transmit power of other users. The access point has to
carry out the optimization and feed back the optimal power pi to user i. However,
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the original problem with Kn2 variables has been reduced to Kn variables. Due to
the diagonal structure of ΛG,i, even less computation is required.

Compared to the original design problem where the whole matrix Pi has to be
fed back, it is only necessary to feed back the power allocation vector. The amount
of feedback is reduced considerably.

The robust design based on this special imperfect CSIT case is summarized in
Table 5.4.

5.7 Numerical Examples

Herein we include some numerical examples to illustrate the robust designs obtained
in previous sections. In most of the examples, two users are considered in a cell,
with each user having two transmit antennas (n = 2) and the access point has five
receive antennas (m = 5).

The imperfect CSI is in the form of a mean and a covariance matrix as in the
Gaussian model (1.2). The channel mean H̄i is drawn from a complex Gaussian
distribution H̄i ∼ CN (0, In ⊗ Im) and kept fixed for all the simulations in this
section. The specific value of the channel mean used to generate all the figures
is given in Appendix 5.C. Similar results are observed with different realizations
of H̄. The covariance matrix RT and RR are Toeplitz, defined by the correlation
coefficients

[RT ]i,j = ρ
|i−j|
t

[RR]i,j = ρ|i−j|r ,

where 0 < |ρr|, |ρt| < 1. To keep disparities between the users, their channel mean,
H̄i is not normalized. The K factor is defined as

Ki =
tr
[

H̄iH̄
∗
i

]

tr [RHi ]
=

tr
[

H̄iH̄
∗
i

]

mtr [RTi ]
(5.45)

In the first three examples, K1 = 2.08 and K2 = 5.36.
The Gaussian noise is both spatially and temporally white, hence Rn is a scaled

identity matrix. The SNR is defined differently from (3.5) to fit the multi-user
situation easier, and be independent of the user indices, namely

γ =
E
{

‖x‖2
}

E {‖n‖2} =
1

tr [Rn]
. (5.46)

Monte Carlo simulations are carried out for a number of related examples. The
SDP solver used in this section is the SeDuMi 1.1R3 [Stu99] and the interface is
the YALMIP package [Löf04].
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Example 1: Optimal Sum Power

As pointed out in Lemma 5.1, it is not necessary that both users transmit with their
maximum allowed power at the optimum. Appendix 5.A only provides the proof
that at least one of user should use up his allocated power budget. In this section,
two numerical examples are provided to further illustrate the characteristics of the
maximum sum transmit power.

Figure 5.2 shows how the virtual sum power constraint q affects the sum average
MSE for different SNR regions. In this example, ρt = 0, ρr = 0.5 and the individual
power constraints are set to p1 = 1, p2 = 0.1 to have exaggerated disparity between
the individual powers of the two users. For low SNR, such as−5dB in the figure, the
two-user system is still power-limited, so the lowest sum average MSE is achieved
when q = p1 + p2, i.e., when both users transmit at their maximum power. This
situation changes when the SNR is higher, e.g., 5dB in the same figure, the system
is power limited in the left half of the curve, because the sum power constraint q
is set to be quite low. However, in the right half of the curve, the system becomes
interference-limited. Thus, the higher the total transmit power, the higher is the
sum average MSE. The optimal sum power lies between the two extremes.

The optimal sum power is not only related to SNR, but also to the channel
correlations as shown in Figure 5.3. In this example, ρt = 0 and the individual
power constraints are set to p1 = 1, p2 = 0.1. SNR is 10dB which covers both
power-limited and interference-limited regions. As seen from the figure, the higher
the correlation, the higher is the optimal sum power, and the lower is the resulting
sum average MSE.

Example 2: Imperfect CSI Design

In this example, three different linear transceiver designs are compared: 1) naive
solution that assumes the channel mean {H̄i} to be a perfect estimate of the instan-
taneous realizations {Hi} and utilizes the solution of perfect CSI design in Section
5.2; 2) our robust SDP design where both CSIT and CSIR are imperfect as in Al-
gorithm 1 in Section 5.4; 3) the ideal solution assuming exact instantaneous CSIR
and CSIT for all users as in Section 5.2. The objective function being compared is
the sum average MSE for both users.

The numerical comparisons are shown in Figure 5.4. In this example, ρt = 0,
ρr = 0.5 and the individual power constraints are p1 = 1, p2 = 0.6. The robust
design for imperfect CSIT and CSIR performs better than the naive design, but
still much worse than the perfect CSI case. Very similar to the single-user case in
Section 3.4, an MSE floor is clearly visible. It is therefore a rule of thumb that if
CSIR is imperfect, there is always a performance gap between the possible robust
design and the perfect CSI design, when average MSE is considered.
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Figure 5.2: Sum Average MSEs vs q for different SNR, p1 = 1, p2 = 0.1, ρr = 0.5.
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Figure 5.4: Sum Average MSEs vs SNR for different CSI, p1 = 1, p2 = 0.6, ρr =
0.5, ρt = 0.
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Example 3: Imperfect CSIT Design

Similar to the previous example, two different linear transceiver designs are com-
pared: 1) our robust imperfect CSIT design based on the iterative Algorithm 2 in
Section 5.5; 2) the ideal solution assuming exact instantaneous CSIR and CSIT for
all users as in Section 5.2. The objective function compared is still average MSE
for both users, but the resulting BER is presented in Figure 5.5.

In this example, ρt = 0.7, ρr = 0.5 and the individual power constraints are
p1 = 1, p2 = 0.6. Similar to the single-user case, the robust design for imperfect
CSIT and perfect CSIR performs close to the ideal perfect CSI case and the slope
is approximately the same. Furthermore, no MSE floor can be observed, which
is different from the imperfect CSIT and imperfect CSIR example in Figure 5.4.
Together with Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 also reveals how much the linear transceiver
design can gain from having perfect CSIR: the knowledge of perfect CSIR is clearly
more critical, as it provides significant gain in average MSE. Fortunately, our robust
imperfect CSIT design can achieve very close to the ideal case.

Example 4: Imperfect CSIT Design, Special Case

In this example, the algorithm proposed for the special case (RR = I) of imperfect
CSIT design in Section 5.6 is illustrated. To avoid repeating the same cost function,
the weighted sum average MSE is used instead of the simple sum average MSE.
As pointed out in Chapter 2, minimizing the weighted sum of average MSE also
corresponds to Schur-concave functions of the MSE, so essentially the same design in
Section 5.6 can be used. The only difference is the weights in the power optimization
steps.

In Figure 5.6, we show the optimal power allocation under different SNR con-
ditions. In this example, each user still has two transmit antennas (n = 2), but the
access point has four receive antennas (m = 4). Since only the eigenvalues of the
channel covariance matrix, RT,i, matters, they are not set using the same Toeplitz
model. The channel covariance eigenvalues for the first user is ΛH,1 = diag [1.5 0.5]
and ΛH,2 = diag [1.7 0.3] for the second. Different weights are chosen to illustrate
their impact on the optimal power allocation.

From Figure 5.6 we observe that there is a beamforming optimality range for
small SNR values. This range depends heavily on the chosen weights, e.g., beam-
forming is optimal up to around −11dB when the weight is w1, but is optimal even
up to −2dB when the weight is chosen as w2. There is almost 10dB difference
while the weights w1 and w2 are not that different. This example also illustrates
the difference in sum transmit power: the imperfect CSIT and CSIR design does
not necessarily use full power, so one has to search for optimal sum power; while
the imperfect CSIT design always allocate full power to each user.
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Example 5: Achievable Sum MSE Region

Using the same setup as the previous example of Special Case Imperfect CSIT
Design, one can also characterize numerically the achievable sum MSE region for
the two-user MIMO up-link channel. In the example of Figure 5.7, the eigenvalues
of the channel covariance matrix, RT,i, are set to the same value for both users,
but the weights for the sum MSEs for different users are varied from 0.01 to 0.99.
For each user, the weights for different data streams are kept the same ratio. The
optimal transmit direction is applied and the power is optimized accordingly. The
results show the convex region of the achievable sum MSEs for different SNR, which
is intuitively true. The lower SNR is, the smaller region the MSEs are limited in,
which is obvious.

5.8 Summary

In practical wireless systems, the design of linear MIMO transceivers should be ro-
bust to imperfect CSI, especially in multi-user systems where accurate CSI is diffi-
cult to obtain. This chapter considers an up-link system with different CSI assump-
tions. In such a case, it is possible to optimally design robust MIMO transceivers
to minimize the average sum MSE of all the data streams and the users. The im-
perfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT design is solved by the convex SDP approach,
similar to the perfect CSI design. The robust up-link design for imperfect CSIT but
perfect CSIR system is addressed approximately by more a structured solution ex-
tended from the single user design. Under certain special channel assumption, the
imperfect CSIT design can be solved exactly with an alterative algorithm utilizing
majorization theory. The different designs are illustrated with several numerical
examples. Our robust designs perform close to the designs with perfect CSI, and
show considerable performance gains compared to the non-robust design.

5.A Proof of Lemma 5.1

The single user case is proved in Section 3.4. The up-link case is proved in the
sequel.

The access point can always perform noise pre-whitening to satisfy Rn = I. Of
course, all the H̄i and RR will be replaced by their equivalents. This setup will not
change the channel assumption in Section 5.4. Therefore, without loss of generality,
this lemma will be proved with Rn = I.

Assume both users scale their power by a positive constant k while neither of
them violates the maximum power constraints, i.e.

R′ = k(tr [Q1] + tr [Q2])RR + I = kB + I (5.47)

Ω′ =
(

kH̄1Q1H̄∗1 + kH̄2Q2H̄∗2 + R′
)−1

= (kA + R′)
−1

(5.48)

where positive semidefinite matrices A and B are implicitly defined.
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Denote a function f(k) = tr [Ω′R′]. Take the derivative with respect to k

∂

∂k
f(k) =

∂

∂k
tr
[

(kA + kB + I)
−1

(kB + I)
]

=
∂

∂k
tr
[

(

k(kB + I)−1A + I
)−1
]

=
∂

∂k
tr

[

(

(A−1B +
1

k
A−1)−1 + I

)−1
]

= −tr

[

X

(

∂

∂k
(A−1B +

1

k
A−1)−1

)

X

]

= − 1

k2
tr

[

X(A−1B +
1

k
A−1)−1A−1(A−1B +

1

k
A−1)−1X

]

≤ 0,

where X =
(

(A−1B + 1
kA−1)−1 + I

)−1
.

This means increasing k will always produce a smaller objective function value,
as long as no individual power constraint is violated. Hence, at the optimum, at
least one user has to transmit at the maximum power.

There is no immediate proof of which user should operate at the maximum
power, or if both users should operate at the maximum power. The first example
of optimal sum power in Section 5.7 is a good example illustrating this.

We conclude that not necessarily both individual power constraints hold with
equality at the optimal solution, but at least one of them holds.

5.B Proof of Lemma 5.2

In order to prove Lemma 5.2, we establish first the following intermediate result:

Lemma 5.4. The matrix E

{

H∗ (Z + HPH∗)
−1

H
}

is diagonal if P is diagonal,

where H is a complex random matrix with mutually independent entries and the
marginal distribution of each of these entries is symmetric around the origin, and
Z is positive semidefinite.

Proof. Introduce H̃ = Z−1/2H, and h̃k to be the k-th column of H̃. Because Z has
full rank, we have

H∗ (Z + HPH∗)−1 H = H∗Z−∗/2
(

I + Z−1/2HPH∗Z−∗/2
)−1

Z−1/2H

= H̃∗
(

I + H̃PH̃∗
)−1

H̃.
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Consider the off-diagonal (i, j)-th element of the above matrix

h̃∗j (I + H̃PH̃∗)−1h̃i =
h̃∗jÃh̃i

(1 + pjh̃∗j Ãh̃j)(1 + pih̃∗i Ãh̃i)
(5.49)

=
h∗jAhi

(1 + pjh∗jAhj)(1 + pih∗iAhi)
, (5.50)

where Ã =
(

I +
∑

k 6=i,j pkh̃kh̃
∗
k

)−1

and pk is the k-th diagonal element of P. The

last equality above is because of

h̃∗j Ãh̃i = h∗jZ
∗/2



I +
∑

k 6=i,j

pkZ
−1/2hkh

∗
kZ
−∗/2





−1

Z−1/2hi (5.51)

= h∗j



Z +
∑

k 6=i,j

pkhkh
∗
k





−1

hi. (5.52)

As A,hi,hj are all independent, and the distributions of the elements of hi,hj
are symmetric around the origin, the expectation of the LHS of (5.52) equals zero,
which means the expectation of the original RHS of (5.49) equals to zero. As all the

off-diagonal elements equal to zero, the original matrix E

{

H∗ (Z + HPH∗)
−1

H
}

is diagonal.
Note, in [JVK04], a simpler case where Z = I is proved.

To prove Lemma 5.2, it is direct to decompose the expectations in E {Ek} as

E {Ek} = EHk̄
{EHk {Ek}} = I− EHk̄

{

EHk

{

Q
∗/2
k H∗kΩHkQ

1/2
k

}}

,

and

EHk

{

Q
∗/2
k H∗kΩHkQ

1/2
k

}

= EHk

{

Λ
1/2
Q,kU

∗
Q,kUH,kΛ

1/2
H,kG

∗
kΩGkΛ

1/2
H,kU

∗
H,kUQ,kΛ

1/2
Q,k

}

= Λ
1/2
Q,kΛ

1/2
H,kEGk {G∗kΩGk}Λ

1/2
H,kΛ

1/2
Q,k.

The expectation on the RHS of the above equation is in fact

EGk {G∗kΩGk} = EGk

{

G∗k(Zk + HkQkH
∗
k)
−1Gk

}

(5.53)

= EGk

{

G∗k(Zk + GkΛH,kΛQ,kG
∗
k)
−1Gk

}

, (5.54)

where Zk = Rn +
∑

i6=kHiQiH
∗
i . By Lemma 5.4, the RHS of the above equation

is diagonal. Thus E {Ek} is diagonal.
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5.C Numerical Simulation Parameters

The channel mean H̄i used in the numerical simulations is

H̄1 =













0.5691− 0.4267i 0.6822 + 1.3303i
1.6359 + 0.0106i −0.0810− 0.8462i
0.5641 + 0.9674i 0.3441 + 1.3010i
−0.1933 + 0.2121i −0.9546− 0.6171i
−0.2314− 1.4693i −2.2989− 1.6531i













H̄2 =













1.0907 + 0.8345i 2.1120 + 0.4465i
−1.4888 + 0.4938i −0.2029− 0.1637i
1.0631 + 0.9350i −1.2661− 2.1116i
−2.3761 + 3.7065i −2.1241− 2.4925i
1.7369− 0.3640i 1.1698− 1.3392i













,

tr
[

H̄1H̄∗1
]

= 20.8093

tr
[

H̄2H̄∗2
]

= 53.5599,

and

K1 = 2.08

K2 = 5.36.





Chapter 6

Down-link User Selection

Recently, user selection algorithms in combination with linear precoding have been
proposed that achieve the same scaling as the sum capacity of the MIMO broadcast
channel [YG06, DS05]. In this chapter, we study the properties of four typical
user selection algorithms, in conjunction with beamforming that guarantees certain
SINR requirements, under transmit power minimization. Specifically, it is shown
that norm-based user selection is asymptotically optimal, as the number of transmit
antennas at the access point goes to infinity. As the number of users goes to
infinity, norm-based user selection is shown to be very close to optimal. When a
limited number of transmit antennas and a limited number of users are available,
only insignificant performance degradation is observed in simulations with an ideal
channel model or based on measurement data. Rooted in the practical significance
of these results, a simpler system design with reduced feedback requirements is
proposed and illustrated by various numerical examples.

6.1 Introduction

The application of multiple antennas in multi-user communications leads to the
need for cross-layer design and channel aware scheduling [AHL02, VJG03]. The
number of antennas at the mobile user terminal is typically quite limited due to
weight and power requirements. The restrictions at the access point are less severe.
To fully exploit the potential of MIMO systems, multiple users should be served
simultaneously in the same spectrum.

The sum capacity and the capacity region of the MIMO up-link and down-link
with perfect CSI and SIC or nonlinear DPC are studied in [YRBC04, WSS04] re-
spectively. The duality theory between up- and down-link, in terms of the capacity
region under sum power constraints, is established in [VT03, VJG03]. DPC pre-
substracts multi-user interference to precode multiple users simultaneously, and is
shown to be a capacity achieving strategy in MIMO down-link although its com-
plexity is prohibitively high. Even its suboptimal greedy variant [TB03] is difficult

81
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to implement in practice, especially when the number of user terminals is large.
Another much simpler approach to serve multiple users simultaneously is the

so called random unitary beamforming [SH05], which is based upon the widely
used principal of opportunistic beamforming [VTL02]. A set of randomly gener-
ated but mutually orthogonal beamformers serve several users in an opportunistic
fashion. For the sum capacity of the MIMO down-link, random unitary beam-
forming achieves the same scaling with the number of users as DPC, with even
one-bit feedback [DSBN06, SN05]. Unfortunately, the performance of random uni-
tary beamforming degrades quickly with decreasing number of users or increas-
ing number of transmit antennas. The improved robust multi-user opportunistic
beamforming [KG05] selects a subset of the users opportunistically first and then
optimizes MMSE beamformers according to additional CSI feedback from those
selected users. Recently, other user selections combined with different linear pre-
coding strategies have been proposed that also achieve the same scaling as the sum
capacity of the MIMO down-link, such as [YG06, DS05].

All these practical while efficient approaches have a cross-layer design, which
includes both user selection at the medium access control layer and precoding at
the physical layer. For the precoding, the goal is to enable the transmitter to form
signals with high signal strength at the desired users while maintaining low multi-
user interference. For the user selection, the goal is to choose users such that fair
and efficient signal design is achievable and a certain system performance metric
is optimized. To achieve high performance and maintain low complexity in multi-
user multi-antenna communication systems, user selection and precoding need to
be co-designed and CSI feedback should be moderate.

Both the designs in [YG06, DS05] require full CSI from all the users at the
medium access control layer to optimally select a subset of users to communicate
with. They achieve a significant fraction of the sum capacity, especially for large
number of users. However, CSI feedback will be overwhelming and accurate CSI
from all users is both difficult and expensive to acquire, especially in FDD systems.
Even in TDD systems, channel reciprocity is required and all users scheduled should
have been active in the up-link transmission, which places restrictions on the pro-
tocol. The designs based on random unitary beamforming, such as [KG05, GA03],
do not need full CSI at the MAC layer, but each user has to feedback SNR val-
ues corresponding to all or several concurrent beamformers. User selections based
on greedy algorithms, such as [DS05, FDH07], come with challenging computation
complexity, especially in MIMO-OFDM systems.

In this chapter, we propose a simple system design based on our analysis of
different user selection algorithms. The proposed design still has close-to-optimal
performance with reduced feedback requirements. In addition to the spatial prop-
erties of the selected user sets analyzed in [SUBW05], we compare four user selec-
tion algorithms: Semiorthogonal User Selection (SUS) [YG06], Angle-based User
Selection (AUS), Norm-based User Selection (NUS), and Random User Selection
(RUS). The user selection algorithms are benchmarked for non-elastic traffic with
strict QoS requirements. Instead of using beamforming to maximize achievable sum
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Figure 6.1: Scheme of down-link system model with beamforming.

rate [VVH03], or the simpler version of the zero-forcing beamforming (with power
allocation) to achieve the same sum rate asymptotically [CS03, YG06], we consider
beamforming to jointly maximize each user’s SINR to meet their individual SINR
targets for non-elastic traffic and minimize the total transmit power at the access
point [BO01, Sch03]. The system is assumed to have low feedback load, so only a
fixed MCS is used together with power control.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2, a brief description of the
MISO down-link system and related beamforming algorithm is given. The user
selection problem is also formulated. In Section 6.3, different user selection meth-
ods are summarized. System performance is analyzed in Section 6.4, whereas the
asymptotic optimality of NUS is shown in Section 6.5. A simplified system design
is proposed in Section 6.6 and is illustrated with experimental data in Section 6.7.
A short summary is given in Section 6.8.

6.2 System Model and Problem Statement

System Model

For simplicity, we consider a single carrier down-link multi-user MISO system with a
single access point andK users as shown in Figure 6.1. The system is homogeneous,
which means that the long-term average SNR for each user is the same. The access
point has N transmit antennas (N ≥ 3) 1, while each user has only a single receive
antenna. The single carrier is modeled as a narrow-band quasi-static channel and

1Later we assume at least two users are selected at a transmission burst. The requirement
N ≥ 3 will become clear when the required average transmit power is characterized in Section 6.4.
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the corresponding baseband received signal for user i is

yi = h∗i
∑

j∈S

wjxj + ni, (6.1)

where hi ∈ CN is the baseband equivalent channel from the access point and has
i.i.d. elements distributed as CN (0, 1); the transmitted signal is a scalar xi with
unit average power, and the beamformer at the access point is wi ∈ C

N . The noise
ni is modelled as additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ2. Only a fraction
out of the K users are selected to access the channel at any transmission burst. S
is the set of indices of those selected users and |S| = Ks and naturally Ks ≤ N .
Furthermore, it is assumed that each user terminal knows its own channel vector
perfectly (perfect CSIR). It follows directly that the SINR for user i is

SINRi({wi}) =
|w∗ihi|2

∑

j∈S\{i} |w∗jhi|2 + σ2
. (6.2)

The beamformers are optimized to jointly maximize each user’s SINR to meet
the SINR target ρ and minimize the total transmit power,

∑

i∈S ‖wi‖2, at the access
point [BO01]. More exactly, for fixed MCS, the following problem is considered

minimize
{wi}

∑

i∈S ‖wi‖2

subject to SINRi ≥ ρ, ∀i ∈ S.
(6.3)

This type of beamforming is of interest to operators as it minimizes the interference
and reduces the radiation power while maintaining targeted data rates. Further-
more, the access point knows the MCS for all selected users without additional
channel quality feedback. A signaling design for this low feedback system will be
discussed in Section 6.6. Note that the same ρ is assumed for all users, but our
results can be extended to different individual SINR targets directly.

User Selection Problem Formulation

If the selected users’ index set S is determined, the beamforming optimization
problem (6.3) can be solved efficiently [SB04] although it is nonlinear and non-
convex. However, it is not trivial to optimally and efficiently select Ks users from
the K users during a specific transmission burst. This is the user selection problem
which we study in this chapter:

minimize
S,{wi}

∑

i∈S ‖wi‖2

subject to |S| = Ks
SINRi({wi}) ≥ ρ, ∀i ∈ S.

(6.4)

The problem (6.4) is hard to solve in general as it requires combinatorial optimiza-
tion over the user set. When user terminals have more than one receiver antenna
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so that multiple data streams can be transmitted to a single user, the user selection
problem has to be tailored to specific transmission strategies. The user selection
and scheduling problem for MIMO-OFDM systems still remains open, as the trade-
off between the degree of freedom in the spatial and the frequency dimensions is
not trivial [ZO03c].

6.3 User Selection Methods

A simple but non-efficient optimal method to solve the user selection problem (6.4)
is exhaustive search, which tries all the possible combinatorial subsets of users and
chooses the optimal subset to minimize the total transmit power. Obviously, its
complexity is too high for any practical implementation, even when the number of
users is moderate. Thus, many other heuristic approaches have been proposed to
solve the user selection problem sub-optimally but very efficiently. Four of these
methods are discussed and analyzed in the sequel: semiorthogonal user selection
(SUS), norm-based user selection (NUS), angle-based user selection (AUS), and
random user selection (RUS).

Semiorthogonal User Selection (SUS)

One way to ease the beamforming optimization is to select the users whose channels
are as orthogonal as possible while maintaining as large channel gains as possible.
More exactly, this method selects one user at a time, and each time it tries to
maximize the channel projection onto the orthogonal subspace spanned by the
channels of all the users who are already selected. This is called semiorthogonal
user selection and has some different variants, such as [VK05, YG06, TB03]. A
simplified version of semiorthogonal user selection can be described as Algorithm 3
on the next page (cf. [YG06]).

The SUS is a suboptimal user selection method and some special properties can
be observed:

• Full CSI for all users has to be available at the access point, which means a
high feedback requirement.

• Because projections are used during the selection, SUS is sensitive to imperfect
CSI, such as estimation errors or even quantization errors.

• Even with the simplification in [YG06], projections have to be calculated
for several iterations for a large fraction of users. This contributes to the
computational complexity of SUS.

The objective function in SUS involves both channel norms and angles between
vectors and subspaces, which makes performance analysis difficult. In order to
study the performance, the objective function in SUS is simplified to two different
objective functions only involving channel norms or the angles. This leads to the
following two simpler user selection methods: NUS and AUS.
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Algorithm 3 Semiorthogonal User Selection (SUS)

1: Initialization

T = {1, · · · ,K}, S = ∅

2: Select the first user

π = arg max
k∈T
‖hk‖

S ⇐ S ∪ {π}, T ⇐ T \{π}, gπ = hπ

3: For each k ∈ T , calculate

gk =



I−
∑

j∈S

gjg
∗
j

‖gj‖2



hk

4: Select the additional user as

π = arg max
k∈T
‖gk‖

S ⇐ S ∪ {π}, T ⇐ T \{π}

5: Repeat Step 3 and 4 until |S| = Ks.

Angle-based User Selection (AUS)

When the channel norms are ignored and only the orthogonality, i.e., the angle
between the channels, is considered, the user selection method simply chooses the
strongest user first and then selects other users one by one at each step. The
selection method maximizes the angle between the user’s channel and the subspace
spanned by the channels of all the users who are already selected. This is named
angle-based user selection, and can be described as Algorithm 4.

The AUS shows similar properties as the SUS:

• Full CSI for all users has to be available at the access point to be able to
calculate all the angles.

• AUS is also sensitive to imperfect CSI.

• Similar to SUS, iterations are required in the selection process.

• Because the channel norm is ignored, a user with very poor SNR can po-
tentially be selected. The performance of AUS is therefore expected to be
inferior to SUS.
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Algorithm 4 Angle-based User Selection (AUS)

1: Initialization

T = {1, · · · ,K}, S = ∅

2: Select the first user

π = arg max
k∈T
‖hk‖

S ⇐ S ∪ {π}, T ⇐ T \{π}

3: For each k ∈ T , calculate

gk =
∑

j∈S

|h∗khj |
‖hk‖‖hj‖

4: Select the additional user as

π = arg min
k∈T
gk

S ⇐ S ∪ {π}, T ⇐ T \{π}

5: Repeat Step 3 and 4 until |S| = Ks.

Norm-based User Selection (NUS)

When the orthogonality is fully ignored and only the channel norm is considered
as the merit function to select users, the user selection is much simpler: order the
channel norms in descending order and pick the first Ks users. We name it norm-
based user selection as opposed to the SUS and AUS. This method can be described
as Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Norm-based User Selection (NUS)

1: For k = 1, · · · ,K, sort all ‖hk‖, such that

‖hπ(1)‖ ≥ ‖hπ(2)‖ ≥ · · · ≥ ‖hπ(K)‖ ≥ 0

2: S = {π(1), π(2), · · · , π(Ks)}

Unlike the SUS or AUS, NUS has very distinctive properties:

• Full CSI is not required at the access point. The only information required is
the channel norm, which is one quantized positive number, from each user.
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• Compared to SUS and AUS, which rely on computing projections, NUS is
relatively insensitive to channel estimation errors or the quantization error.

• Iterations are not required during the selection.2

• Contrary to AUS, user orthogonality is fully ignored during the selection, so
two highly co-linear users may be scheduled when their channel norms are
large. This indicates potential performance degradation.

Random User Selection (RUS)

Another totally different approach is to select users randomly. This simplest user
selection method can be described in a similar way as in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Random User Selection (NUS)

1: Let {π(1), π(2), · · · , π(Ks)} be a set of any Ks random indices from
{1, 2, · · · ,K}

2: S = {π(1), π(2), · · · , π(Ks)}

The RUS is the simplest selection method:

• CSI is not required at the access point.

• Very robust in terms of channel estimation error at the user side.

• As no CSI is considered during the user selection, inferior performance can
be expected compared to the previous three selection methods.

• RUS is a fair scheduling strategy.

6.4 Performance Analysis

The performance of the different user selection methods is compared in this section.
The cases when Ks = 2 are considered first and closed-form solutions of the average
beamforming powers are obtained. When Ks ≥ 3, it is difficult to obtain closed-
form solutions for analytical purposes. However, as will shown in later sections by
numerical examples, performance conclusions drawn from the Ks = 2 cases actually
hold for more general choices of Ks.

When only two users are selected for transmission in a single time slot, the
minimum transmit beamforming power pt in the solution of (6.3) can be expressed

2Except possible iterations in the implementation of the sorting algorithm.
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in closed-form as suggested in [Sch03]

pt(θ,h1,h2) =
∑

i∈S

‖wi‖2

=
σ2
(

ρ− 1 +
√

1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos(2θ)
)

2 sin(θ)2

(

1

‖h1‖2
+

1

‖h2‖2
)

, (6.5)

where θ is the angle between h1 and h2 as defined in Appendix 6.A.
Combining the beamforming power expression above with the lemmas for an-

gle and norm distributions in Appendix 6.A, the average beamforming powers for
different user selection methods can be calculated.

Theorem 6.1. When the SINR target is large, i.e., ρ≫ 1, the average beamform-
ing power for AUS is

pa = ρσ2

(

1

N − 1
+ (1− 2

K
)αN,K

)

(N − 1)K

(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1
, (6.6)

the average beamforming power for NUS is

pn = ρσ2

(

αN,K−1 − (1− 2

K
)αN,K

)

(N − 1)K

N − 2
, (6.7)

and the average beamforming power for RUS is

pr = ρσ2 2

N − 2
, (6.8)

where αN,K is a constant decided by N and K as

αN,K =

∫ ∞

0

K
e−xxN−2

Γ(N)
P (N, x)K−1dx. (6.9)

Proof. See Appendix 6.B.

The results of Theorem 6.1 agree very well with the simulation results shown in
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. Some key observations include:

• NUS is always better than AUS, unless both the number of users, K, and the
number of transmit antennas, N , are very small, as shown in Figure 6.2.

• When N is reasonably large and system load is high, the performance differ-
ence between SUS, NUS, and AUS is small. In Figure 6.2, the power difference
between NUS and SUS is less than 0.2dB; and even the random RUS performs
relatively well, with a performance loss of less than 1dB.

• When the system load is low, the performance differences are more noticeable
as in Figure 6.3, where only 2 out of K users are selected.

Figure 6.2 also suggests that as N grows, the performance difference between
SUS and NUS vanishes. This observation is explained by the following asymptotic
results.
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Figure 6.2: Average beamforming power vs N for different user selection methods,
K = 4,Ks = 2, σ2 = 0.1, ρ = 10dB.
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Figure 6.3: Average beamforming power vs K for different user selection methods,
N = 4,Ks = 2, σ2 = 0.1, ρ = 10dB.
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6.5 Asymptotic Optimality

When Ks = 2, it is easy to obtain a lower bound on the average beamforming power
E {pt} for any user selection method by considering a dummy extra user, whose
angle equals the maximal angle chosen by AUS and whose channel norm equals the
second largest norm chosen by NUS, as illustrated in the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2. When the SINR target is large, i.e., ρ ≫ 1, there exists a lower
bound, pl, on the average beamforming power E {pt} for any user selection method:

pl = ρσ2

(

αN,K−1 − (1− 2

K
)αN,K

)

(N − 1)(K − 1)K

(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1
. (6.10)

Proof. See Appendix 6.C.

Comparing this lower bound with the average beamforming powers for different
user selection methods in Theorem 6.1, and letting either the number of antennas,
N , or the number of users, K, go to infinity, the asymptotic optimality of NUS and
SUS can be established:

Theorem 6.3. When the SINR target is large, i.e., ρ≫ 1, and for fixed K, as N
goes to infinity, the performance difference between the optimal user selection and
NUS or SUS goes to zero, i.e.

lim
N→∞

pn
pl

= lim
N→∞

ps
pl

= 1. (6.11)

However, for fixed N , NUS is bounded away from the lower bound pl, as K goes to
infinity:

lim
K→∞

pn
pl

=
N − 1

N − 2
. (6.12)

Proof. See Appendix 6.C.

Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 demonstrate the asymptotic behavior of NUS and
SUS. The lower bound in Lemma 6.2 is very tight even when N is small, indicating
that NUS and SUS are close to optimal even for small N . The performance of SUS
is difficult to analyze, but as it is bounded between NUS and the lower bound, its
performance can be roughly approximated by the average of the lower bound and
NUS.

Furthermore, in order to characterize the benefit of adding additional transmit
antennas at the access point, several scaling laws of these average beamforming
powers can be established.

Lemma 6.4. When the SINR target is large, i.e., ρ ≫ 1, and for fixed K, the
average beamforming power for AUS and RUS scale as 1/N , i.e.

pa ∼
1

N
, and pr ∼

1

N
, (6.13)
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Figure 6.4: Asymptotic average beamforming power and lower bound vs N for
different K, Ks = 2, σ2 = 0.1, ρ = 10dB.
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Figure 6.5: Asymptotic average beamforming power and lower bound vs K for
different N , Ks = 2, σ2 = 0.1, ρ = 10dB.
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while the average beamforming power for NUS and SUS scale at least as fast as
1/N , i.e.

pn ∼
1

Na
, and ps ∼

1

Na
, a ≥ 1 (6.14)

Proof. See Appendix 6.D.

The analysis of different user selection methods presented above holds for the
case Ks = 2. If more than 2 users are selected, closed-form solutions are difficult to
obtain. However, similar conclusions regarding the relative performance of the user
selection methods can be drawn when Ks ≥ 3. Simulations shown in Figure 6.6
and Figure 6.7 demonstrate the case with Ks = 4. In Figure 6.6, NUS performs
very close to SUS and the difference is negligible when N ≥ 10. In Figure 6.7, the
performance loss between NUS and SUS is less than 1dB for different K, even when
N is as small as 5. In the left half of the curves in Figure 6.7, where the system
load is more realistic, the performance loss is even smaller. This is of practical
significance. Because of the performance loss is negligible for the cases illustrated
above, it suffices to use the simple NUS scheme for user selection. The performance
of RUS is still much worse than the other alternatives although it is the simplest
user selection method and requires no feedback.

6.6 Low Feedback System Design

The close performance of SUS and NUS can lead to a cross-layer system design
with low feedback rate while maintaining close-to-optimal performance when N or
K are reasonably large. In a wireless system using SUS, all users have to feed back
their channel vectors to the access point for user selection. However, in a similar
wireless system using NUS, only quantized channel norms are fed back. When the
access point determines which users it should communicate with, the selected users
then feed back their complete CSI to the access point to optimize the beamformers
and powers. As this portion of the CSI is needed for most beamforming systems
except opportunistic systems, the reduction of unnecessary channel state feedback
from all the non-selected users may be quite considerable.

This design can be summarized as follows

1. The access point sends out common pilot sequences. The user terminals feed
back their own channel norms.

2. The access point selects users with the Ks largest channel norms, as in NUS.

3. The selected users feed back full CSI.

4. The access point optimizes the beamformers for the selected users.

Compared to other system designs based on similar two-step CSI feedback and
user selection scheme, the proposed design is simpler and requires much less feed-
back per user. A typical example is [KG05], where a random unitary beamforming
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Figure 6.6: Average beamforming power vs N for different user selection methods,
K = 8,Ks = 4, σ2 = 0.1, ρ = 10dB.
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Figure 6.7: Average beamforming power vs K for different user selection methods,
N = 5,Ks = 4, σ2 = 0.1, ρ = 10dB.
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Figure 6.8: Illustration of measurement building floor map.

matrix is used to measure the SINR. As a result each user has to feed back the max-
imum SINR and the corresponding index of the beam, which doubles the feedback
load and complicates the receiver design. The NUS in our design can combine with
the heavy quantization scheme in [GA03] to save even more feedback, or combine
with DPC to achieve higher rate, similar to [ZPNL06]. In OFDM system, subcar-
rier grouping [SWC+07] can be used together with our proposed system to feed
back only one channel norm for a cluster of subcarriers.

No fairness is considered in the previous sections for simplicity, but it is an
important issue especially for non-elastic traffic or heterogeneous channels. Just as
SUS [YG06], NUS, and other user selection methods can also be readily modified
with proportional fair scheduling [VTL02] or the score-based scheduling [Bon04].

6.7 Experimental Data Verification

To further illustrate the close-to-optimal performance of NUS and eliminate pos-
sible artifacts from the i.i.d. channel model, real measurement data is used for
verification. The MISO multi-user channel measurements at 2.45GHz band were
carried out at the David Packard Building on Stanford University campus, which
is a typical office building scenario as shown in the map in Figure 6.8. The access
point (AP) transmitter (marked as a star in the map) is placed in front of the
main door in the hall and its antenna beams are directed to the middle of the hall.
Slowly moving (or stationary) user terminals are placed in 8 different locations in
the corridors. Only NLOS channels are measured. The system has only one receive
antenna at the user terminals and three transmit antennas at the access point.
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Detailed parameters for the measurement can be found in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Measurement Parameters.

environment indoor, NLOS

center frequency 2.45GHz

bandwidth 100MHz

nr. of subcarriers 161

nr. of users 8

nr. of antennas on AP 3

antenna spacing on AP 0.5λ ULA

type of antennas on AP sectorized (120◦)

nr. of antennas on user 1

type of antennas on user omnidirectional disc cone

position of AP entrance hall

position of users corridors

nr. of snaps 1000

Our user selection algorithms are evaluated on the channel measurements from
this setup. The maximum allowed transmit power is set to 500dBm to ensure that
no outage occurs for the selected users. SINR target is ρ = 5dB and the back-
ground noise level σ2 = 10−3. There are 8 users sharing each subcarrier, and NUS
or SUS selects 2 users to communicate with at the same time. For each subcarrier,
the optimized beamforming powers are averaged over 1000 channel realizations,
and the same comparisons are repeated for all 161 frequencies across the 100MHz
bandwidth. The experiment is repeated after the access point is relocated into
one of the long corridors to mimic highly correlated transmission scenarios (also
cf.[JHZ+07]). Results are summarized in Table 6.2 for the beamforming powers
averaged over the whole bandwidth under these two different scenarios. AUS is not
included in the evaluation because it is always inferior to NUS and the other three
user selection schemes are studied here. Similar to the numerical simulations in
Section 6.4, user orthogonality makes little difference in the beamformer optimiza-
tion. Therefore NUS performs very close to SUS for almost all the subcarriers. In
fact, both NUS and SUS perform very close to the optimal user selection achieved
by exhaustive search. On average, NUS or SUS requires only 0.98dB or 0.002dB
more power than the exhaustive search respectively. When the access point is in
the long corridor, the performance difference between NUS and SUS is more visi-
ble than in the open hall setup, but still remains very small (0.79dB and 0.03dB
respectively). This agrees with our previous theoretical development based on the
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Table 6.2: Scheduler Comparison, Ks = 2, Average Transmit Power (dBm).

SUS NUS RUS Exhaustive Search

Hall TX 20.9235 21.0194 46.7641 20.9215

Corridor TX 25.6084 26.3677 49.9515 25.5762

Table 6.3: Scheduler Comparison, Ks = 3, Average Transmit Power (dBm).

SUS NUS RUS Exhaustive Search

Hall TX 32.3481 36.9216 57.2865 31.9293

Corridor TX 34.4997 40.9564 60.3061 33.9473

i.i.d. Gaussian channel model. However, the RUS scheme requires at least 24dB
(around 250 times) more power than the exhaustive search in both cases.

The whole experiment is also repeated for Ks = 3, and the results are sum-
marized in Table 6.3. In this case, all spatial degrees of freedom are used to ac-
commodate three users, as there are only three transmit antennas at the access
point. The performance of SUS is still quite close to the exhaustive search, but
NUS shows some degradation. In order to safely ignore the orthogonality between
users during the user selection process, more transmit antennas are required, which
is suggested by Theorem 6.3. In practice, as shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, there
should be at least one more transmit antenna than the number of selected user.
Such an extra antenna is enough to bring the performance gap between NUS and
exhaustive search down to a negligible level.

Although the number of transmit antennas, N , is only limited to three in this
set of measurement data, the conclusions drawn from the asymptotic analysis hold
for other choices of N , as suggested by previous simulations. In fact, the larger N
is, the better performance the proposed system design will achieve.

6.8 Summary

We studied the performance of four user selection algorithms for the MIMO down-
link channel, in conjunction with beamforming that guarantees certain SINR re-
quirements under transmit power minimization. It is shown that both semiorthog-
onal user selection (SUS) and the norm-based user selection (NUS) are asymptot-
ically optimal in the number of transmit antenna at the access point side. NUS is
also asymptotically close-to-optimal in the number of users. Only an insignificant
performance loss is observed when a limited number of transmit antennas and a
limited number of users are available, which is confirmed by simulations using a
simple channel model as well as by using experimental measurement data. This is
of practical significance as it leads to a simpler system design with reduced feedback
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requirements on the medium access control level if NUS is utilized.
Although only a specific beamforming method (6.3) is considered throughout the

chapter, NUS can be concatenated with other beamforming methods, and similar
results may be expected. Intuitively, the vector angle distributions obtained in
Appendix 6.A indicate that user channels tend to be close to orthogonal very quickly
as the number of transmit antenna increases. This is of interest, especially in
distributed indoor office MIMO scenarios. Hence, channel norms or SNRs are the
dominating factor during user selection.

6.A Angle and Norm Distribution

The statistical behavior of the angles between the channel vectors and the channel
norm are studied first. Three relevant results are listed below. First the angle θ
between two complex vectors u,v ∈ CN is defined as

cos θ(u,v) =
|u∗v|
‖ u ‖‖ v ‖ , 0 ≤ θ(u,v) ≤ π/2. (6.15)

The subscript is dropped when the vectors are clearly implied.

Lemma 6.5. When u ∈ CN and v ∈ CN have i.i.d. elements distributed as
CN (0, 1), The cdf and pdf of the angle θ(u,v) are

Fθ(θ) = sin(θ)2N−2, (6.16)

fθ(θ) = (2N − 2) cos(θ) sin(θ)2N−3. (6.17)

Proof. Let Q be a unitary matrix. From the definition, we have

cos θ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

u∗

‖u‖Q
∗Q

v

‖v‖

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

Q can be any unitary matrix. Hence without loss of generality, we can assume that
the rotation matrix Q satisfies

Q
v

‖v‖ = [1 0 0 · · · 0]T

such that

cos θ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

u∗

‖u‖Q
∗[1 0 0 · · · 0]T

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
|[ũ]1|
‖ũ‖ ,

where ũ = Qu. Because u has i.i.d. elements isotropically distributed as CN (0, 1)
and Q is unitary, ũ also has i.i.d. elements distributed as CN (0, 1). Therefore the
angle θ(u,v) has the same distribution as the angle between a fixed 2-space and a
random 2(N − 1)-space3 in R2N . Thus the random variable cos2(θ) is known to

3Let o be the origin, and v1, · · · , vk be k independent random points in R
n. The k-dimensional

linear subspace spanned by vectors ovi(i = 1, · · · , k) is called random k-space in R
n
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have the Beta (1, N − 1) distribution [FM90], with pdf

fcos2(θ)(x) = (N − 1)(1− x)N−2. (6.18)

Hence,

fθ(θ) = (2N − 2) cos(θ) sin(θ)2N−3.

Similarly, when there are K random vectors u1, · · · ,uK , and they are ordered
by the norm, i.e. ‖u1‖ ≥ ‖u2‖ ≥ · · · ≥ ‖uK‖, the maximal angle between u1 and
the rest of the vectors can be defined as

φ = max
i
θ(ui,u1), i = 2, · · · ,K. (6.19)

The following lemma provides the distribution of φ, which is very useful in analyzing
the performance of AUS and SUS.

Lemma 6.6. When K random vectors ui ∈ CN have i.i.d. elements distributed as
CN (0, 1), the maximal angle φ is distributed as

fφ(φ) = 2(N − 1)(K − 1) cos(φ) sin(φ)2(N−1)(K−1)−1. (6.20)

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 6.5, without loss of generality, we can choose the
unitary matrix Q such that

Q
u1

‖u1‖
= [1 0 0 · · · 0]T .

Thus, it follows directly that the cdf of θ(ui,u1) is

Fθ(ui,u1)
(θ) = sin(θ)2N−2. (6.21)

Because φ = max θ(ui,u1),

Fφ(φ) =

K
∏

i=2

Fθ(ui,u1)
(φ) = sin(φ)2(N−1)(K−1). (6.22)

The pdf is given by

fφ(φ) = 2(N − 1)(K − 1) cos(φ) sin(φ)2(N−1)(K−1)−1.

In addition to the angle distributions, the vector norm distribution is studied:
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Lemma 6.7. When K random vectors ui ∈ CN have i.i.d. elements distributed as
CN (0, 1), the maximal ℓ2 vector norm has cdf and pdf as (x ≥ 0)

F1(x) = P (N, x)K (6.23)

f1(x) = K
e−xxN−1

Γ(N)
P (N, x)K−1. (6.24)

The second maximal ℓ2 vector norm has pdf as (x ≥ 0)

f2(x) = K(K − 1)
e−xxN−1

Γ(N)

(

P (N, x)K−2 − P (N, x)K−1
)

, (6.25)

where P (N, x) is the regularized gamma function [AS64].

Proof. The distribution of ‖ui‖2 is chi-square with 2N degree of freedom, having
cdf and pdf as

Fi(x) =
γ(N, x)

Γ(N)
= P (N, x), (6.26)

fi(x) =
e−xxN−1

Γ(N)
, (6.27)

where γ(N, x) is the incomplete gamma function [AS64]. So the cdf of the maximal
norm ‖u1‖2 is

F1(x) =
K
∏

i=1

Fi(x) = P (N, x)K (6.28)

and its pdf is obtained by taking the derivative directly.
Assume u1 has the largest ℓ2 norm among the K vectors {ui}, and u2 has the

second largest norm. From order statistics [Pap91], the distribution of ‖u2‖2 is

f2(x) =
K!

(K − 2)!
Fi(x)

K−2 (1− Fi(x)) fi(x) (6.29)

= K(K − 1)
e−xxN−1

Γ(N)

(

P (N, x)K−2 − P (N, x)K−1
)

.
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6.B Proof of Theorem 6.1

When the SINR target is large, i.e., ρ≫ 1, the beamforming power in (6.5) averaged
over the channel realizations can be written as

E {pt(θ,h1,h2)} = E







σ2
(

ρ− 1 +
√

1 + ρ2 − 2ρ cos(2θ)
)

2 sin(θ)2

(

1

‖h1‖2
+

1

‖h2‖2
)







≈ E

{

ρσ2

sin2(θ)

(

1

‖h1‖2
+

1

‖h2‖2
)}

(6.30)

= E

{

ρσ2

sin2(θ)

}(

E

{

1

‖h1‖2
}

+ E

{

1

‖h2‖2
})

. (6.31)

For AUS, ‖h1‖2 is the largest norm in Step 2. The angle θ is the largest angel
between h1 and other channel vectors, so its pdf is fφ(θ) as in Lemma 6.6. Due to
the independency between the angle and the norm, ‖h2‖2 is any channel norm from
the K users except the largest one. The average beamforming power is therefore

pa = E {pt(θ,h1,h2)} = q1(q2 + q3), (6.32)

where

q1 = E

{

ρσ2

sin2(φ)

}

, (6.33)

q2 = E

{

1

‖hi‖2
∣

∣

∣ ‖hi‖2 is the largest norm

}

, (6.34)

q3 = E

{

1

‖hi‖2
∣

∣

∣ ‖hi‖2 is not the largest norm

}

. (6.35)

Below, we will calculate q1, q2 and q3 separately. It is not difficult to see that
when N ≥ 3,K ≥ 2, the expectation

q1 = ρσ2

∫ π/2

0

1

sin2(x)
fφ(x)dx = ρσ2 (N − 1)(K − 1)

(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1
,

and

q2 =

∫ ∞

0

1

x
f1(x)dx = αN,K ,

where f1(x) is given in (6.24).
To calculate q3, first define

q4 = E

{

1

‖hi‖2
}
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where hi is any channel from the K users. By obtaining the expression of q4, we
will get the solution of q3. More exactly, due to the fact that ‖hi‖2 is distributed
with pdf fi(x) as in (6.27),

q4 =

∫ ∞

0

1

x
fi(x)dx =

1

N − 1
.

On the other hand,

q4 = q2Pr(‖hi‖2 is the largest) + q3Pr(‖hi‖2 is not the largest)

= q2
1

K
+ q3

(

1− 1

K

)

.

As a result, we have

q3 =
K

(N − 1)(K − 1)
− 1

K − 1
αN,K ,

and finally

pa = ρσ2

(

1

N − 1
+ (1− 2

K
)αN,K

)

(N − 1)K

(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1
. (6.36)

For NUS, it is clear that ‖h1‖2 is the largest norm, ‖h2‖2 is the second largest
norm, and θ is independently distributed with fθ(θ). The average beamforming
power is therefore

pn = E {pt(θ,h1,h2)} = q5(q2 + q6), (6.37)

where q2 is defined in (6.34) and

q5 = E

{

ρσ2

sin2(θ)

}

, (6.38)

q6 = E

{

1

‖hi‖2
∣

∣

∣ ‖hi‖2 is the second largest norm

}

. (6.39)

More exactly, when N ≥ 3, the first expectation is

q5 = ρσ2

∫ π/2

0

1

sin2(x)
fθ(x)dx = ρσ2N − 1

N − 2
,

and the second expectation is

q6 =

∫ ∞

0

1

x
f2(x)dx = KαN,K−1 − (K − 1)αN,K,

where f2(x) is defined in (6.25). Hence

pn = ρσ2

(

αN,K−1 − (1− 2

K
)αN,K

)

(N − 1)K

N − 2
. (6.40)
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For random user selection, the norm ‖hi‖2 is distributed as fi(x) and the an-
gle, θ, is independently distributed as fθ(θ). The average beamforming power is
therefore given by

pr = E {pt(θ,h1,h2)} = q5 (q4 + q4) (6.41)

= ρσ2 2

N − 2
. (6.42)

6.C Proof of Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.3

The lower bound can be constructed by assuming there exists a dummy user: it
has the second largest norm, and at the same time, it also has the maximal angle
to the first selected user:

pl = E {pt(θ,h1,h2)} = q1(q2 + q6). (6.43)

Evoking the values of q1, q2 and q6 from Appendix 6.B, Lemma 6.2 is proved.
With this lower bound and the expression of average power of NUS in Theorem

6.1, it is easy to reach
pn
pl

=
(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1

(N − 2)(K − 1)
.

Take the limit when N →∞ while K is fixed

lim
N→∞

pn
pl

= 1. (6.44)

Take the limit when K →∞ while N is fixed

lim
K→∞

pn
pl

=
N − 1

N − 2
> 1. (6.45)

From (6.5), when ρ ≫ 1 and Ks = 2, the optimal user selection method should
minimize

1

sin2(θ)‖h1‖2
+

1

sin2(θ)‖h2‖2
.

While SUS in fact minimizes

1

‖h1‖2
+

1

sin2(θ)‖h2‖2
,

NUS ignores the angle between the channel vectors and only tries to minimize

1

‖h1‖2
+

1

‖h2‖2
.

Thus, the performance of NUS is lower bounded also by SUS, which means pl ≤
ps ≤ pn. Because of (6.44), the average power of SUS are also asymptotically
optimal:

lim
N→∞

ps
pl

= 1. (6.46)
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6.D Proof of Lemma 6.4

For RUS, the result is direct because

pr = ρσ2 2

N − 2
∼ 1

N
. (6.47)

For AUS, because αN,K is positive, the average beamforming power is bounded
from below:

pa ≥ ρσ2 1

N − 1

(N − 1)K

(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1
= ρσ2 K

(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1
∼ 1

N
. (6.48)

However, because 0 ≤ P (N, x) ≤ 1, αN,K can be upper bounded:

αN,K ≤
∫ ∞

0

K
e−xxN−2

Γ(N)
dx =

K

N − 2
. (6.49)

Therefore pa is also bounded from above:

pa ≤ ρσ2

(

1

N − 1
+
K − 2

N − 2

)

(N − 1)K

(N − 1)(K − 1)− 1
∼ 1

N
. (6.50)

Both the upper and lower bound scales as 1/N , so pa also scales as 1/N .
For NUS, again because αN,K is positive, the average beamforming power is

bounded from above:

pn ≤ ρσ2αN,K−1
(N − 1)K

N − 2
≤ ρσ2K − 1

N − 2

(N − 1)K

N − 2
∼ 1

N
. (6.51)

Hence pn scales at least as 1/N . As ps ≤ pn, ps scales also at least as 1/N .
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Chapter 7

Thesis Conclusions

The Results

In this thesis, we attempt to address the linear transceiver design problem for
multiple antenna wireless communication systems with imperfect channel state in-
formation. By modeling the imperfect CSI statistically, robust linear transceivers
are formulated for both the single-user scenario and the multi-user scenario. For
the single-user case, a unified design framework is proposed to optimize the linear
transceivers under different types of channel information: imperfect CSI either at
the transmitter or at both sides of the link. For the multi-user case, We take two
different approaches to solve the design problem of the up-link and down-link chan-
nels. For the up-link, robust linear transceivers are designed either by reformulating
the original design problem as an SDP or by extending the designs of single-user
systems. For the down-link, robust linear transceivers are obtained by reducing the
CSI feedback load from all users to allow accurate CSI for only a few selected users.

The Value of CSIR

In general, the value of CSIR is critical for the system performance with linear
transceivers. This is what we can deduce from our results in the related chapters.
Without accurate CSIR, robust linear transceiver designs can only bring limited
performance improvement compared to simple non-robust designs. There is no
significant benefit from obtaining extra statistics of the channel, such as the chan-
nel covariance matrix information. Simple linear transceiver design based on the
channel mean (or the inaccurate channel estimate) performs close to what can be
achieved by robust linear transceiver designs with extra optimization and signaling.

If a perfect CSIR is impossible to obtain, but good system performance is crucial,
non-linear transceiver designs or better modulation and coding schemes should
be considered. As a last resort to combat very poor CSIR, differential type of
modulation schemes have to be considered.
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The Value of CSIT

The value of an instantaneous CSIT is shown to depend on the eigenmodes of the
instantaneous channel [LPN06]. In this thesis, we further argue that the value of a
perfect instantaneous CSIT might be insignificant if CSI statistics are known at the
transmitter. As seen in our simulations and asymptotic analysis, statistical model-
ing of the CSIT can provide most of the information needed for linear transceiver
design. The performance difference between a robust design based on statistical
CSIT and that based on perfect instantaneous CSIT is not significant. Considering
the extra feedback and signaling to obtain accurate CSIT, our robust design is a
better choice. The proposed linear transceivers can be implemented jointly with
advanced modulation and coding schemes to further approach the performance of
the designs based on perfect CSIT. This is true for both single-user systems and
the multi-user up-link channel.

Tracking Statistical CSIT

Statistical CSIT information is usually acquired via feedback from the receiver or
by tracking the channels in TDD systems. In the analysis, we assume the imperfect
CSIT is in the form of a channel mean and a channel covariance matrix. Is it really
helpful to have the channel statistics available locally at the users? Very seldom.

Our robust designs for imperfect CSIT in the multi-user up-link channels suggest
that the transceivers have to be optimized at the access point. Such centralized
processing makes it unnecessary to have statistical CSIT locally at the user side,
because the access point itself has perfect CSI and therefore also the CSI statistics.
Only under very special channel assumptions, e.g., Section 5.6, transceivers can be
designed in part locally at the user side and local statistical CSIT are then useful.

A similar argument is valid even for single-user systems. In that case, the
receiver requires the knowledge of the precode matrix to form the decode matrix.
Without feedback, it is unlikely the CSI statistics can keep consistent at both ends
of the link. It is more efficient for the receiver to optimize the transceiver design to
avoid any mismatch of the parameters.

What to Feed Back

If tracking statistical CSIT locally at the transmitter is not really necessary in
general, feedback is the natural choice to obtain partial CSIT. What information
should be fed back as partial CSIT? This is a very interesting and open question.
Concluded from our robust design formulations, it is better to feed back directly
the precode matrices. Such information does not only saves the processing at the
transmitter (or the users) but also save the total feedback bandwidth. This is true
for both single-user systems and multi-user up-links. For the down-link of multi-
user systems, it is better to use the whole feedback capacity to acquire accurate
CSIT for a small fraction of the users, instead of partial CSIT for all the users.
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In this thesis, all our robust designs are based on imperfect CSI in the form
of channel statistics. However, our designs are not limited only to such CSI as-
sumptions. With proper feed back, our approaches actually address a more general
setup of robust linear transceiver design problem. This is the class of designs where
transceivers are updated at a much slower frequency than the channel fading, at
both sides of the link or at the transmitter.

Future Work

There are several interesting aspects of the robust linear transceiver design prob-
lem which remains open. Some of our designs are based on certain approximations.
Although it will be interesting to obtain exact closed-form solutions under those
situations, the further improvement of the system performance might be limited.
Our robust designs, which are based on the approximations, already approach the
designs with perfect CSI. In addition, even if the exact solution is found, its expres-
sion is very likely to be too complicated to be useful in practice. Instead, it would
be more relevant to consider the following topics:

• Robust designs with imperfect CSIR and imperfect CSIT, but the levels of
imperfection are different for CSIR and CSIT. This problem is more practical
as it models the extra delay or quantization in the feedback link.

• Further characterization of the optimal individual transmit power in the
multi-user up-link design. The complete knowledge of the individual opti-
mal power will eliminate any need for grid search or iterations in the robust
transceiver design.

• More general transceiver structures, such as the sphere decoder. The perfor-
mance difference between designs based on imperfect CSIT and those based
on perfect CSIT may be even smaller with non-linear transceivers than those
of the linear transceiver structures.

• Imperfect channel statistics. In this thesis, we consider the case of imper-
fect CSI in the forms of perfect channel statistics. The imperfect channel
statistics problem is relevant in system design, e.g., when the access point
estimates the down-link channel statistics from the up-link channel statistics
in a FDD system. Transceiver designs robust to imperfect channel statistics
might further reduce the feedback load.

• Extending the down-link designs to the case where users are also equipped
with multiple antennas. This is a very hard problem because there are many
alternatives to utilize the extra antennas at the users side, such as antenna
selection, SDMA and etc. Different types of transceiver designs might also be
employed simultaneously a the system to complicate the situation.
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